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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
This project has been developed by Ivan Casacuberta Prat, student from the informatics 
engineering on the Barcelona School of Informatics (FIB) that belongs to Barcelona 
Tech (UPC). The project has been directed by Alejandro Ramirez from Siemens AG, 
Alberto Cabellos from the FIB Computer Architecture department (AC) and Israel 
Martin from the ETSEIS Telemetric engineering department. 
 
The project belongs to the (D) modality, because has been developed in a company 
abroad. The initial proposal comes from the relation between the Telematic engineering 
department and the Siemens CT CTT TI department.  
 
1.2 Motivation 
 
One need that has been in constant growing the last few years is the localization. There 
are many different reasons, security, comfort, or even process optimizing, anyway the 
possibility of localize someone, find the way to somewhere, or know where we are has 
became more than a need, has became a business opportunity. 
 
The most well known of all the localization systems, is GPS. This system can give us 
the position of a receiver device able to receive the signal of a network of satellites. 
 
Around all this technology, has appeared a sector that tries to take advantage of the 
opportunity that this can offer. This sector is called LBS (Location Based Services). 
Although all the benefits, there is no doubt that this satellite navigators have still several 
weak points. One of the most important weak points is that when you are not able to 
receive a strong signal, it’s almost impossible to use those systems, and these 
circumstances tend to happen more often than it seems. For example, cities with big 
buildings, underground infrastructures and even weather problems.  
 
Due to all those problems, new technologies are being developed with the idea of 
offering positioning without the need of using the satellite signal. The main problem is 
that the techniques that have appeared so far have a precision still far from the one 
offered by GPS or similar, and for this reason there is still lot of research on new indoor 
localization techniques. 
 
One of the things that a potential user has to know is that for having indoor positioning 
its necessary to use some sort of network structure assuming that we need a specific 
local positioning for each different environment. This can be done by using specific 
networks for positioning, or trying to use the existing ones. Nowadays, one of the 
networks that are more easily usable for those purposes is the WLAN because it has the 
technical characteristics that are required and because you can find them easily in 
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almost any indoor environment. You can find lots of references to different ways of 
using the WLAN networks on positioning purposes on the literature. The most well 
known ones are Fingerprinting and TOA. This project works on different techniques 
related with the use of the TOA. 
 
Only with that, we would certainly have enough to justify a big motivation for the 
project. But the thing is that we are not only looking for a regular positioning system, 
we are looking for one with the best results in the harmless/cleanest environment. 
For this reason, and basing on the previous work that had been done in the Department 
of telematic engineering in the UPC, and in the department of wireless networks in 
Siemens CT, we wanted to compare two different techniques, as well as see if we could, 
develop a new one, with the objective of building a good solution for a positioning 
prototype.  
 
 
Fig 1.1 Indoor technologies 
 
 
 
1.3 Objectives 
 
 Our final goal is to build a positioning system, for indoor environments. For 
doing it, we are going to use WLAN and the ranging technique called TOA. 
During the next chapters we are going to justify why do we have decided to use 
this technology and this technique, and how are we able to obtain a position 
based only on those tools. 
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 The positioning system that we are going to build is going to have incorporated 
two different ways of obtaining the TOA. Those different ways were 
implemented one in the Department of telematic engineering in the UPC, and 
the other in the Department of wireless networks in Siemens AG. Both 
techniques are going to be installed in the same platform, and we are going to 
obtain the TOA estimation with the same data and the same environment. With 
this we make sure that we can make a reliable comparison. 
 
 Build the software solution that is able to obtain the information from the TOA, 
and get the specific value of the position. For doing so, we are going to explain 
the architecture in which our system is based, as well as the parts that we are 
going to use that had already been implemented in other projects with similar 
purposes. 
 
 Another of the main objectives of this project is to optimize the configuration 
that can handle us the best results. With configuration we mean the amount of 
data that we need to use, as well as the type of data that we need to use or for 
example the O.S configuration that bring us the best performance. 
 
 We must make sure to build an scalable system, able to not only obtain the 
position of one client, we want to obtain the position of N clients automatically. 
With automatically we refer to not have to make much extra configuration to 
calculate the position of each device. 
 
 
 Assuming that all the system is going to be implemented inside the Scalance-W 
product prototype from Siemens, and knowing that the positioning algorithms 
are in a server, we are going to build a communication between the Scalance and 
the server, as secure as the technology allows us, as well as fast and reliable. 
 
 As well as building a system with N possible clients, we also want to build a 
system with up to N AP. In this case, N is not going to be as big as the number 
of possible clients, however, the system must admit as much AP, as the user 
wants anyway. For doing that we need to modify the server, to make it able to 
communicate with all those AP. 
 
 Once we have all the system implemented and running, run enough tests to 
make sure of which technique is best under the same platform, and justify why 
have we obtained those results. 
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2 Indoor Localization systems 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
When we talk about indoor localization systems, we have lots of different solutions. We 
can classify them mainly in two groups.  
The first group, in which we can include techniques such as RFID, infrared, ultra-
sounds, radio-electric signals or hybrid techniques, needs a dedicated positioning 
infrastructure. Those techniques give good results, although the problem relies on the 
high cost on implementing them. 
In second group, the main characteristic is that works with the available wireless 
infrastructure such as IEEE 802.11, UWB, Zigbee or Bluetooth, making the cost of 
using those systems really cheap. In this group, the most used positioning technique is 
the one based on the standard IEEE 802.11, basically because we can find those 
networks almost everywhere nowadays. That’s why in this project we decided to work 
with those techniques. 
 
 
2.2 IEEE 802.11 Localization techniques 
 
 
In the figure X.X is described how any wireless localization system works. In those 
systems, we have mainly four basic components, the mobile nodes, the pre-processing 
algorithms, the post-processing algorithms and the display system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
… 
 
Fig. 2.1  General description of a positioning system 
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First the mobile nodes start receiving signal. From this signal, those nodes are able to 
obtain a raw location metric that is going to be used as input for the pre-processing 
algorithms. Those algorithms are going to work on this input, eliminating the wrong 
values, and improving the good ones trying to get close to a perfect situation. The 
output of the pre-processing algorithms (the location metric) is going to be used as 
input for the post-processing algorithms. Those algorithms will be in charge of 
obtaining the real coordinates of the mobile device in a specific map. 
Something really interesting to take into account is that the accuracy of any positioning 
system is going to be increased with the accuracy of raw location metric. However in 
many cases it’s really difficult to obtain accurate data, because the system depends on 
the environment, that is why having really good pre-processing algorithms, is also very 
important.  
The positioning algorithms in a wireless positioning device are based on triangulation, 
signal strength or proximity. Each of those has their own techniques, from which to 
obtain the raw location metric. We are going to expose several of those techniques, as 
well as explain which one did we choose to use in this project, and why. 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.1 Triangulation 
 
Triangulation is a positioning method based on the properties of triangles, for 
determining the location of a point from known points. There are two types, 
(tri)lateration, and angulation. 
2.2.1.1 Lateration techniques - TOA 
 
(Tri)lateration, obtains the position of a terminal by measuring distances from multiple 
transmitters to this specific terminal. 
 
TOA stands for Time Of Arrival, and represents the time that it takes the radio signal to 
travel from the radio transmitter to the receiver. This idea comes from the fact that the 
electromagnetic waves travel at a constant speed, the speed of light. For this reason, the 
estimated distance can be calculated just using the TOA per the light speed. 
 
When you are measuring TOA, exists two ways of doing it. Measure the time of one 
way, or measure the RTT of the signal. The RTT is the time that it takes to send the 
signal and receive the answer back. 
The main problem with the first solution is that the receiver has to know the exact 
moment in which the signal has been sent, what means that both receiver and 
transmitter have to be synchronized, and have an extremely precise clock. There is no 
doubt that this can be a big problem, because it is really difficult not only to synchronize 
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the clocks, it is even more difficult to keep them synchronized, because both clocks 
have a fluctuation that is going to be different in each clock. Apart from that, if we want 
to use a clock that does not have this problem, such as an atomic clock, the cost of the 
solution becomes too high for real purposes. 
The second solution doesn’t need all this, what makes it became the most common 
solution to calculate TOA, because to synchronize two WIFI nodes, increments the cost 
and complexity of the system. 
 
Theoretically the methods based on TOA allow getting a good precision. Mainly 
because its easy to create a system that is adaptable to the changeable surroundings. 
Although there are not many TOA based solutions, basically because of the problems 
with the distance measurement precision. An error of 1 microsecond on the clock 
represents an error of over 300 meters. This is one of the main motivations for the 
realization of this project. 
 
2.2.1.2 Lateration techniques - TDOA 
 
The basic idea of this method is to calculate the time that it takes for a signal to travel 
from the mobile device that we are trying to localize, to an AP, and the same interval to 
another AP. Calculating those times, we can create a hyperbole with the possible 
positions of the user. If we calculate two of those hyperboles we can obtain the exact 
position where the mobile device is. 
2.2.1.3  Angulation - AOA 
 
Angulation, is able the get the position by calculating angles relative to multiple 
location of transmitters 
 
AOA stands for Angle Of Arrival; the technique is based on the idea of getting the 
position using the direction of the received signal. The localization of a device in two 
dimensions can be spotted by the intersection of two LOBs (Line of bearing), each one 
build from the base station to the device to be localized.  
 
AOA basically has two advantages. One is that with only the calculation of the angles 
formed by two LOBs we have enough to obtain the position of the device. The other 
one is that there is no need of timing synchronization between transmitting nodes. 
 
The problem is that to obtain a good precision, is necessary to use very directional 
antennas. That's why is not a usable technique on small devices. 
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2.2.2 Signal Strength - Fingerprinting 
 
Lots of methods on localization systems based on IEEE802.11 are based on the idea of 
the radio-map and the signal strength received by several different AP. Those 
techniques are also called Fingerprinting.  
 
This method works on two steps: 
 
Training method: Consists on knowing the value of the signal strength received in 
different points of the zone that wants to build the localization system for. Those values 
are stored on databases, and will allow further using them for tracking purposes.  
 
Positioning method: In this point, it gives the exact position to the user, taking into 
account the values that had been stored during the training step. For this purpose the 
algorithms try to guess which training point, is the one more similar to the one that is 
being obtained by the signal strength received. 
 
The strong point of this method is clearly the high precision that it offers, and that it 
only uses software modifications. But probably the week point is big enough to avoid 
using it. And this is clearly the training step. To build the database, can take long, what 
means that before starting to use the system, a lot of calibrating time is required. A part 
form that, it’s a method extremely dependent on the surroundings, and a little change on 
the furniture position (something usual in indoor environments) means that is necessary 
to start back again with all the calibrating process. 
  
2.2.3 Proximity – Cell of origin 
 
This is the simplest technique to localize a WIFI device using a network. The main idea 
is that each WIFI device, must know to which AP is associated  Then the user, what has 
to do is just estimate the position of the wireless cell to which the device belongs. With 
that, the precision is directly proportional to the size of the AP range. There are two 
options to obtain the positioning of a cell. 
 
The first one is using RADIUS, based on authentications 
The second one is ask to the AP about his clients using an SNMP protocol. 
 
If we consider the efficiency of this method and the efficiency of the cell, we obtain that 
using a radio server we obtain a latency of 100ms on the moment of determining the 
position and using a typical SQL DB, while using the SNMP protocol we obtain this 
same latency but when we try to find the MAC address. Although, using SNMP a big 
amount of traffic is generated. 
 
According to the builders, the range of operation of the AP can change form 100-300m 
for outdoor environments, and 30-100m in indoors. For some services, this can be 
enough, but for many others a lot more precision is required. 
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2.3 Choosing the technique 
 
The technique that we are going to use all along this project is TOA (Time Of Arrival). 
To precise a little more, we are going to calculate TOA from the RTT (Round Trip 
Time). We are going to obtain the distance from a mobile terminal to an AP, and 
afterwards using the post-processing algorithms, we are going to obtain the exact 
position of this terminal. 
 
We have finally decided to use the TOA technique, basically because we were basing 
the project on all the previous work that had been done by Marc Ciurana and Albert 
Neira, which used TOA. Assuming that one of the main objectives was to build the 
system that they had been working on, inside the Scalance-W, there was no sense on 
using any other option. 
Although here we are going to expose which were the points that made them take the 
decision to use TOA. 
 
 One of the main advantages of TOA, is that in NLOS and LOS environments, 
has an acceptable stability, in front of other techniques such as fingerprinting. 
Although if we make big changes on the furniture position, the results are going 
to also be effected. 
 It’s also an important point, the fact that in TOA, there is no need of a previous 
training. There is only the need to know the coordinates of the AP that is making 
the measurements, to know the distance between both devices.  
 There is also no need of any extra device, because we are using the clock of the 
AP/terminal and we are only calculating the time that it takes to travel from one 
device to the other. 
 
They did also study the precision of the system, and they finally realised that TOA, has 
a really good precision in comparison to for example AOA. 
Summarising, TOA doesn’t need any extra infrastructure, needs a really short training 
process, its stronger to the environment changes, and it has a really good resolution. For 
all this reasons, their final decision, and as a consequence ours is to use TOA. 
 
2.3.1 Ranging methods based on TOA 
 
To obtain the estimation of the propagation time using TOA, there are two different 
groups of techniques: The ones that take benefit of the standard IEEE 802.11 to 
implement the solution, and others that give more priority to the precision, although 
they need extra hardware to process the signal. In this last group, there are lots of 
techniques based on Super Resolution such as ESPIRIT (Estimation of signal 
parameters via rotational invariant Techniques), or MUSIC (Multiple signal 
classification), Matrix Pencil or Prony Algorithm. In all those the time resolution is 
improved using the spectral efficiency of the measuring system. 
The technique studied in this project is seated inside the first group, where we are going 
to try to get the TOA using timestamps inside the packets (TSF-Siemens Solution) or 
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build our own Timestamps with software modifications in the driver (Barcelona Tech 
Solution). 
When we change the driver to make it able to put the timestamps on the packets, we are 
looking for obtaining a precision in a nanosecond order. If we are looking for a really 
high precision, is good to know that 1 nanosecond error, is equivalent to 30cm of 
deviation between the real position and the estimated position. 
The problem is that so far there are no IEEE802.11 standards that can handle such a 
timestamp in the transmitted and received packets. The best option is to use the TSF, 
which has a 1-microsecond precision. 
 
When we are working with so high precision systems, we have to take into account 
some possible problems that could effect our measurements: 
 
 Gaussian noise 
 Stochastic resonance 
 Clock fluctuation 
 
Those effects were studied in more detail in Marc Ciurana and Albert Neira project. 
2.4 Choosing the supporting technology 
 
As we said at the beginning of the chapter, all those techniques are applicable to several 
different technologies, such as WLAN, Bluetooth, UWB, RFID, and ZigBee… In this 
case, as well as with the technique election, we used the some that was used on Marc 
Ciurana and Albert Neira project, WLAN. 
 
Their main reasons for choosing WLAN were: 
 
 With WLAN there is no need of any new infrastructure because it’s already 
build, and although its build thinking on using it for other services such as 
Internet, we can use it for our purposes. This is not the case of the other 
technologies, which would need additional infrastructure. 
 Apart from that, another important point, is that there is no need of any 
additional hardware on the terminal, because the hardware that is going to be 
used, its already build in all the systems in the market. That’s something that 
also happens with some other technologies such as Bluetooth, but not with the 
others. 
 Another big advantage of using WLAN is that it has a range up to 100m, what 
means that we (theoretically) are going to be able to position any terminal in a 
range up to 100m. That’s a huge difference with for example with RFID, which 
have a range up to 1m, what means that if we want to be able to localize in 
normal or big size indoor environments, we need to fill the place with RFID 
tags. 
 One of the week points of WLAN is that there are other technologies that offer a 
better resolution, such as UWB, which can be able to locate with a centimetre 
precision. Although there is proof that with WLAN the error is around some 
meters, what makes the system still good enough.  
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2.5 How to calculate the distance 
 
As we have been saying, we want to obtain the distance from an AP to a terminal, with 
the objective of using this distance to calculate the position of this terminal in a specific 
situation. 
To calculate the distance, we are going to use the formula that calculates that from the 
propagation speed, and the time that it takes. We use this formula: 
 
     DISTANCE = SPEED * TIME 
 
In which the speed is the speed of light through the air (c=c0=299792458 m/s), and the 
time is the time that it takes from the moment in which the packet is transmitted, to the 
moment in which the ACK is received.  
Then how can we obtain the 

tprop from the RTT? 
Using this formula: 
 

tprop 
RTT  tproc
2  
Fig. 2.2  Equation to obtain the propagation time 
 
 
In an ideal situation, to calculate the 

tprop it would be as easy as dividing the RTT for 
two. The problem is that we are going to have noise on the device that is going to 
receive the packet, is going to add a processing time. 
 
In the next figure 2.3 we can observe the steps that in a general situation we will have to 
follow in order to use the described system.  
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Association
DATA and ACK
 
 
Fig 2.3  Mobile terminal and Scalance communication 
 
 
 First of all we need the associating process (First part of figure 2.3). 
 
 Once we are associated, we can start sending the packets that are going to be 
used to calculate the TOA, and consequently the distance. Those packets are 
going to be following the process described in the second part of figure 2.3, 
which is more detailed in figure 2.4. 
 
 To calculate the TOA, we do it using the RTT because if we wanted to calculate 
it using only one direction we would have to have the clocks of the AP and the 
Client synchronized, and that’s something extremely unlikely. 
 
 Here we have two important values, the propagation time (which appears twice) 
and the processing time.  
 
 The processing time is a value that we can only estimate, and is the time that 
takes to the receiver to answer with the ACK. 
 
 The propagation time is the TOA, the time that takes to travel from the 
transmitter to the receiver or from the receiver to the transmitter. 
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Fig 2.4 Communication detail between the Scalance and the mobile terminal 
 
To find more details and demonstrations of the formula and the reasons why does the 
system work, the reader can find it in the project from Albert Neira and Marc Ciurana. 

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3 TOA Techniques and System Architecture 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Before getting into details of how did we implement the system, we would like to give 
an overview not only on the system architecture, also over the different techniques that 
we use to estimate the TOA. 
As we said before, the main idea of the project is to build a positioning system, in which 
we can use two different ways of obtaining the TOA, and with that compare which 
method is better. One of these methods was designed in Barcelona Tech, and Siemens 
CT designed the other one. 
A part from those two methods, during the implementation of both on the Scalance-W 
platform, we came up with an alternative solution that could be considered as a third 
method of obtaining the TOA. We did also implement this new solution, and we will 
talk about it on this chapter.  
 
3.2 Siemens CT technique 
 
 
 
Before talking about implementation details, we would like to talk a little bit about how 
does the Siemens CT technique work. We repeat again that the idea is to obtain the 
TOA. This value as we described before, we can obtain it by sending a packet and 
somehow saving the time in which has been sent, and afterwards receiving the answer 
(we are going to use ACK for the already mentioned reasons) and also try to save the 
time in which this is being received. 
The Siemens CT method is based on the idea of each packet when is being sent has a 
value in the MAC header called TSF. TSF stands for Timing Synchronization Function, 
and normally is being used for synchronizing purposes, such as when you are trying to 
synchronize clocks from different devices. In this occasion, we are going to use this 
timer with the idea of having the time in which the packet has been sent or has arrived. 
The main problem here is very simple. The TSF has a microsecond precision and in 
positioning purposes that brings us to a huge error. In fact is considered that 1 
microsecond is equivalent to 300m of error on the measurement. 
The question here is, and how does this work? Mainly there are different points that 
affect the system to work, but the most important one is the noise. Lets try to explain a 
little better what we are talking about when we talk about noise. 
The TSF, the timer that we are using to obtain the TOA, is a timer that reads the WLAN 
card Clock. To this point the reader would not really see why is this important, but the 
answer is that although this timer is obtained in a Hardware level, there is still a 
difference between the moment in which the capture is being made and the real moment 
in which the packet is being sent. This time that it’s being added its called noise. But the 
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question now is, how does this noise help to improve the 300m-error precision? 
Shouldn't this make the opposite effect? 
The exact answer to this question is out of the frame of the project, although we have 
been able to learn about it, and that’s why we are going to summarise a little about why 
does this work. 
One thing that we are going to assume is that the noise that is being introduced is almost 
constant. If we didn't have noise, what we would be obtaining would be something like 
what we can see in figure 3.1. In the figure is obvious that if we get a difference of 1 
microsecond we are obtaining a difference of 300 meters. What noise is doing, is 
introducing an “error” that as we can see in figure two, is at the same time allowing us 
to see difference in between those 300m. This difference is what let us calculate 
positions of an average error of 3-5 meters, although it seems our maxim precision 
would be around 300m. 
 
2 
Fig 3.1  Tsf resolution with or without noise 
 
There is also one more important thing, that is already proved, that exists a perfect 
quantity of nice. In figure three, we see that if we add now noise, we are going to have a 
big error (300m) if we add a specific amount of noise, we are going to get the lowest 
amount of error. From that point on, all the noise that we add is going to became error 
with a constant growth. 
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1 
Fig 3.2 Perfect amount of noise 
 
3.3 Barcelona Tech technique 
 
 
In this case, what is being chased is the idea of implementing a solution that is able to 
use a timer with a higher precision than the one offered by TSF, that we recall that is 
one of about microsecond. The solution comes from changing the TSF for a custom 
made timer calculated using the CPU-clock instead of the WLAN card clock. 
What this technique is using is the fact that every time that a packet is being sent or 
received, an interruption is thrown (later we are going to explain in more detail how do 
the interruptions work). The idea is that the interruption is going to be really quickly 
attended by the O.S. If we add a timestamp mechanism right in the moment in which 
the interruption is being handled, we can obtain a very precise RTT. With this method 
we are able to obtain a much higher precision compared with the one offered by the 
TSF. To be more exacts the precision that the method offers will depend on the clock of 
the system that we are running the measurements on. If for example we are using a 
system with a clock at a speed of 1Ghz, that means that we are doing about 
1.000.000.000 cycles/second, what at the same time means that we are doing a cycle 
every 1ns. If we know that 1ns is equivalent to an error of 3cm that is more than enough 
to obtain an almost perfect indoor positioning system. 
 
But now the question is, and where is the problem? Clearly everything cannot be that 
perfect, and that is not the exception. The problem that this system has, in this case is 
the time between the packets is received, and the handler handles the interruption. This 
E
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time will depend on how quick is the O.S attending interruptions, as well as dependent 
on the number of processes that are running simultaneously, or even some other things 
that may effect that we will expose later.  
 
3.4 Hybrid technique 
 
      
 
While we were implementing both previously mentioned techniques, Barcelona tech 
and Siemens CT, we saw the chance of doing a hybrid solution mixing both. 
The idea is that one of the main problems of the Siemens CT technique is that for 
WLAN (which is the technology that we are using) the transmitted packets do not have 
the TSF. That’s a big problem, because with only the TSF of the response packet we 
don’t have enough (Where we describe the implementation of the methods, we explain 
in more detail this issue, and how do we solve it, but for now we only need to know the 
problem).  
The hybrid solution is solving this problem. The idea is to capture the time when we are 
transmitting in a similar way as Barcelona Tech does, and afterwards read the TSF of 
the received packet. The main obstacle is that the way of obtaining the transmitting 
timestamp on the Barcelona Tech technique is using the CPU clock, and the TSF is 
using the WLAN card clock. For this reason, the solution comes when instead of 
reading the CPU clock, we found a way of reading the WLAN card clock (which is the 
clock that the TSF is based on). With that we could obtain the timestamp on the 
transmitting packet, and then we could read the TSF of the received packet and that way 
obtain the RTT. 
As we will explain better in the implementation part, we got two different versions of 
this technique, and the main difference was the position in which we were reading the 
WLAN card clock. 
The main benefit of using this technique is that allows us to not have to use a second 
card in monitor mode, only to obtain the TSF of the packets that we were transmitting. 
Another benefit, is that we are obtaining a theoretically better timing, than in the 
Siemens CT technique, because we are obtaining the time before is being sent. In the 
Siemens technique, the time was obtained for another card that had to receive the 
packet, and use the TSF of this received packet. Also interesting is the fact that it’s a 
software solution, what means that there is no need of any extra hardware to implement 
it. 
The most negative problem is that the solution that we were able to come up with, was a 
solution based on a specific call for reading the WLAN cards clock. The problem is that 
probably this is dependent on the driver that we are using. However we have not 
checked that. 
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4 Project development 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, we are going to talk about all the implementation of the project, in both 
environments (Barcelona, Munich).  
First we are going to expose the technologies that we worked with in both places. After 
we are going to introduce the system architecture that we have used. Then we will 
explain which is the design of our system, and finally we are going to talk about the 
implementation it self. Although this must be pointed in a technological way, we are 
going to try to explain it for any reader. 
4.2 Technologies 
 
4.2.1  WLAN 
 
A Wireless Local Area Network, also known as IEEE 802.11, was developed for IEEE 
on 1997 as the standard for wireless communications. Nowadays it has a big popularity, 
thanks to the ease of installation and the huge popularity of mobile devices such as 
Laptops, tablets, mobile phones, etc.  
 
 
 
There are several different protocols defined over the standard IEEE802.11, but the 
most well known are 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g. In this project we could use 802.11b 
and 802.11g, but we are basically going to use 802.11b. 
If we get into some detail of this protocol (802.11b) the most important points are: 
 
o Frequency:   2.4-2.5GHz 
o Channels:  11 in America, 13 in Europe 
o Maxim speed:  11Mbps 
o Distance Range: 100m  
 
One of the main characteristics of the WLAN networks that we are going to use in this 
project is the message ACK defined by the protocol. In the standard IEEE 802.11, is 
said that assuming that we are working on a shared environment, there is lot of chances 
of loosing packets or parts of messages, we must use a message that confirms the 
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reception (ACK). Inside the ACK goes no data, and its only use is to control the 
network. The most important part of this for us is that the ACK is sent just after the 
arrival of the packet (on hardware layer). 
Another important part of the IEEE 802.11 is that this gives us a clock inside the 
packets called TSF. This clock is a 1-microsecond resolution clock. This means that in 
normal circumstances we would be having an error of 300m. The difference as we said 
before, is that in the Siemens method, we have techniques to improve those results. 
In WLAN we can have two different types of networks, Infrastructure mode, and AD-
HOC mode. The most used one is the infrastructure mode. This one is based on the idea 
of an access point (AP), which is cabled, to the wired network, and allows wireless 
client access to, for example, Internet connection or printers. The main advantage of this 
technique is that is more scalable, and has a centralized security. The main disadvantage 
is in our case, the cost in time of the association part. This in our case it’s a big deal 
when we want to use more than one AP for positioning. 
 
Fig. 4.1 Infrastructure mode 
 
In an AD-HOC network, the main advantage is that there is no need of associating to an 
AP. But our main problem is that the typical commercial AP are not able to be 
configured in AD-HOC mode as long as we are not changing the O.S, and assuming 
that we want a software solution to obtain the position, but not considering that much 
the latency of associating, the effort is not worth it (Barcelona Tech). In Siemens, the 
main problem is that we are using an AP which we are changing its O.S, but we have 
seen that the cards that the device brings, are not able to work on AD-HOC mode, and 
again, the effort to solve this problem is not worth it. 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 AD-HOC mode 
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For those reason, in this project we are going to use WLAN with infrastructure mode. 
 
4.2.2 Programming language 
 
When talking about the software implantation of a system, one of the most important 
decisions is which language are we going to use. Upon this lots of thing may change. 
From the architecture to the design but no the specification because its not dependent of 
the technology that is being used. In our case this was a little different. We were very 
limited for the system that we were using, the Scalance-w. The Scalance is an AP, 
which was, not build for developing purposes. Although it has a Linux inside this is not 
a common user version, and it’s also really difficult to add functionalities (Libraries).  
This is the main reason why we did have to build some extra functions by hand, because 
we were not able to use some already done ones. In the case of the programming 
language we were also limited by it. 
 
Our first idea was to use an O.O (Oriented objects) language. But we were not going to 
use much the tools offered by those languages. Another option that we thought of was 
Python, but the problem was that the Scalance did not have the Python interpret, and 
add it would take us valuable time. We finally decided to use C, mainly for the 
integration that has with the system that we were building which had several different 
parts that had already been programmed in C, and also assuming that the changes inside 
the driver had to be done in C, it makes a more strong build system.    
 
4.2.3 Working environment 
 
Here, we are going to explain which is the equipment that we have been using, trying to 
know the advantages and disadvantages of it, as well as a way of giving the possibility 
to reproduce the environment for possible further research. Also we are going to 
introduce some technical decisions that had been taken, as well as the reason of them. 
 
4.2.3.1 Barcelona environment 
 
While we were in Barcelona, our main objective was try to repeat the measurement 
campaigns done by Albert Neira and Marc Ciurana. To do so, we had to be sure to use 
exactly the same environment that they used, or at least as close to that as possible. 
In the following text, we will explain the decisions made on the environment 
development using the justifications made by them in their project.  
 
4.2.3.1.1 Equipment 
 
While we were in Barcelona, the equipment that we used was basically an ACER laptop 
(as client), with a D-link accespoint.  
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We also used a Netgear PCMCIA card that has an Atheros chipset an allowed us to 
work with the Madwifi driver.  
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.3.1.2 O.S (Election and Configuration) 
 
When it came to the election of which O.S use, the first decision was clear. We decided 
to use Linux, mainly because, the idea is to manipulate system code, and Linux is the 
write one for those purposes. 
Linux is a Unix system, with GPL licence. Between the different Linux distributions, 
we choose Ubuntu, because it has a friendly environment, and also because assuming 
that is a largely used distributions, it has some improvements on the kernel, specific for 
it. Another reason why we decided to use it is that, Marc Ciurana and Albert Neira used 
it on their project, and assuming that in this first step we were trying to reproduce they 
work, it was logic to use, as similar environment as possible.  
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When it comes to the decision of which configuration to use, we base on the work they 
did. Here we are going to summarise their decisions. 
The options they shuffled with were:  
 
 Ubuntu distribution without changes 
 Real Time Linux 
 Ubuntu distribution without ACPI. 
 
They final decision, and consequently ours too, was to use the Ubuntu distribution 
without ACPI. We did not repeat the study that they did, but the reader can find it on the 
bibliography. 
 
4.2.3.1.3 Reference clock 
 
Another important decision that they had to take, was to study all the possible clocks 
available, to make sure which one was the best to measure the RTT. 
They had two clocks available, the CPU clock, and the WLAN card clock. 
 
 
 WLAN Clock: 
o Negative points 
 Only 44Mhz 
o Positive points 
 Is a dedicated clock, what means that no other process use this 
clock. 
 CPU Clock 
o Negative points 
 A supposed worst stability because its governed by the O.S 
o Positive points 
 Has a higher frequency, in this case 2.2Ghz 
 
For this study, they used the O.S Configuration described above. 
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They final conclusion was, that both clocks had almost the same resolution. What made 
them think that probably the precision comes fixed by the card clock. 
Although they had also realised that the measurements obtained with the cards clock 
had a slightly bigger standard deviations. The truth is that it cannot be proved if the 
delay comes from the clocks, or come form the noise produced before the handling of 
the interrupt is being called.  
For this reason an attending to the difference on the standard deviations, their final 
decision was to use the CPU clock. 
4.2.3.2 Siemens environment 
 
4.2.3.2.1 Equipment (Device, O.S, Clock) 
 
The Scalance W is a product designed by Siemens CT. It has been on the market for 
several years already, for different professional purposes, but mainly as a wireless LAN 
accespoint for automation companies.  
 
 
Fig. 4.3 Scalance - W 
 
In our research, we are going to use the Scalance W only as an AP, but trying to take 
advantage to the fact that has a basic Linux inside, and of the fact that we can easily 
interact with the system to add applications, scripts and so on. This also means that in 
this case we had no option to choose the O.S.  
 
4.2.3.2.2 O.S (Election and Configuration) 
 
The kernel version of the Linux inside the Scalance is “RAP2 2.6.15.4”. Is an extremely 
basic Linux that does not have any sort of ACPI that as we said before could be an 
important problem that otherwise we ought to take care of. Apart from that, is with no 
doubt a huge advantage for us to have to possibility to use such a kernel, because it can 
assure that we are not going to have a big “noise” problem related with the interruptions 
of other services that the O.S has to offer, as well as many of other delays that would 
normally appear. 
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Another really important element of the environment that we are working with is the 
wireless card that we are using. This card is a card with an Atheros chipset that works in 
this case with a driver called “Atheros Fusion”. This driver is an almost unknown 
driver, designed by Atheros, that so far has only been used by some companies, but that 
has hat not been commercialised. 
Siemens CT as in agreement with Atheros has the chance to access to the HAL layer of 
the driver, as well as to any other part of the source code that all the other drivers have 
only in binary files, although for the purposes of this work, we have not done any 
especial change inside the HAL. 
 
 
4.2.3.2.3 Reference clock  
 
When it comes to the clock election, here we are going to choose the CPU clock as well. 
Although in this case, the CPU clock is 400Mhz, what means that is slower than the one 
used in Barcelona. This (theoretically) is not going to be a problem, because it has still a 
high enough precision. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.4 Drivers 
 
As we said before, a really important part of our techniques run inside the drivers. Not 
only the time stamping that we are going to have on the Barcelona Tech or Hybrid 
techniques, also in the Siemens one we are going to have to obtain the data from inside 
the driver for some reasons that we are going to explain in the implementing part. For 
this reason, it’s important to give an overview on the drivers that we did use as well as 
explain when did we use each one and why did we use that specific driver. 
 
4.2.4.1 Madwifi 
 
As we had already said, this project had two different stages. One in Barcelona and one 
in Munich. The one in Barcelona we decided to use Multiband Atheros Driver for 
Wireless Fidelity (Madwifi), a driver developed for Linux and compatible with the 
cards based on the Atheros chipset. 
The election of this driver was based on the fact that is one of the drivers that works 
with more WLAN cards, as well as is an Open Source project, except the HAL layer, 
which is owner and is distributed in binaries. 
An important part of the work done in Barcelona was based on the understanding and 
changing some parts from this driver. Although the biggest part of the job was done on 
the previous work developed by Marc Ciurana and Albert Neira. 
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4.2.4.2 Atheros Fusion 
 
In the second stage of the project, in Munich we did use the driver Atheros Fusion. This 
driver was not an election, mainly because was the driver that was running inside the 
platform that we had to build the positioning system on.  
This driver is a specific distribution made by Atheros for Atheros chipsets. In this case 
we had access to all the layers of the driver, even to the HAL layer, although we did not 
use anything from that part. 
The biggest part of the project was based on understanding this driver, and adding the 
necessary code to obtain the timestamps and extract all the data. 
 
4.2.4.3 Madwifi vs. Atheros Fusion 
 
In this part, we are going to try to explain how do the drivers that we used work. We are 
not going to talk about every single part of the driver, mainly because we did not even 
study closely every part of the driver. We will talk about the parts that affect us the 
most, as well as the main differences between the drivers on those parts. 
4.2.4.3.1 Architecture 
 
Both drivers have a similar architecture (We don't have to forgot that they are made for 
the same purposes and for the same chipsets), and this is the most important thing for 
us. If the architecture had been really different it would mean that maybe we would 
have had to study harder the driver to be able to find were and how to add the changes.  
But everything was not going to be so clearly easy. One of the main differences between 
both architectures was on the parts that we needed the most, and this is the way each 
driver handled the transmitting and the reception.  
 
 
Fig. 4.4 Madwifi and Atheros Fusion architecture 
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4.2.4.3.2 Packet transmitting / receiving (architecture) 
 
When a packet is about to be send, in both drivers the kernel calls the function 
“ieee80211_hardstart”. Afterwards this one calls a specific function of the driver, that in 
both cases (thanks to the fact that both are drivers build for Atheros chipsets) calls the 
function “ath_hardstart”. Once in this point, is where the architecture starts to be 
different.  
 
Ieee80211_har
dstart
Ieee80211_ma
nagement_outp
ut
Ath_hardstart
Ath_manageme
nt_start
Ath_tx_start Ath_tx_txqaddb
uf
Ath_hal_txstart
Ath_beacon_sendAth_intr
 
 
Fig 4.5 Transmission process in Atheros Fusion driver 
On Madwifi, all the function that is going to be called next, is in the same file, and with 
its specific local names. 
On the Atheros Fusion everything related with the transmission is stored in a file with 
all the things related with the transmission. 
Although those are important differences for us, when we want to add our modifications 
to the driver, the truth is that both do exactly the same, that is prepare the packet to be 
send, added to the transmission queue and give the control to the hal. 
Once the packet has been send, is important to realize that an interruption is thrown, 
with the idea of passing the packet to an interface (con exists or not) that maybe acting 
as a Monitor. 
 
Ath_intr Ath_tx_tasklet Ath_tx_procesq Ath_tx_capture
Ieee80211_input
_monitor
 
 
Fig. 4.6 Transmission interruption process in Atheros Fusion driver 
 
On the reception case, everything starts when the interruption is thrown. In that moment 
is the first time that we realize that a packet has arrived. After that, in both drivers its 
called the function “ath_rx_tasklet”, this function what takes care of, is to delay the 
handling of everything to be done to the packet until the O.S is available for it. Once 
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that has been done, the next step is generic for all the drivers and cards in the market. 
Again, here the difference is in which file can we find the different versions of the 
functions required.  
On Madwifi, all the functions that are going to be called next, are in the same file, and 
with its specific local names. 
On the Atheros Fusion everything related with the transmission is stored in a file with 
all the things related with the reception. 
Ath_intr Ath_rx_tasklet Ieee80211_input
Ieee80211_deliver_
data
Ieee80211_recv_man
agement
Netif_rx
Devqueue_xmit
 
Fig. 4.6 receiving process in Atheros Fusion driver 
 
4.3 System architecture 
 
The system architecture definition offers us, at first sight, all the components that take 
part in the application and its structure, as well as the used technologies. 
Generally, there is no need of creating new software architecture for each information 
system. The usual is adopt a known architecture balancing the advantages and 
disadvantages for each specific case. The most well known architectures are: 
 
 
Architecture Description  
Monolithically The software is structured in functional groups very accoplated. 
Client - Server The software, balances the work between the client and the server, 
but with any criteria on which has more responsibility 
3 layers architecture It comes from the Client-Server architecture, dividing the charge 
between the 3 layers in which each layer has a clear responsibility: 
Presentation layer (User interface), business layer (for the data 
processing), data layer (persistence). Each layer only has relation 
with the next one. 
Table 4.1 Types of software architecture 
This project application is based on the 3 layers architecture. The main advantage of 
using such architecture is that in case of having an error, we always have the possibility 
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of debugging just the layer, which has the problem, what lets us do a more clean work. 
Each layer has its own responsibilities. 
 
It’s important not to confuse the layers with the levels. The layer distribution is related 
with responsibility division of the system from a logic point of view. The level is how 
those logic layers are distributed physically. 
A typical 3 layers and 3 levels distribution would be like the one in the figure 4.6 
 
 
Fig 4.7 Typical 3 layer architecture 
In the case of our system, 3 layers and 2 levels will form the architecture, as shown in 
figure 4.8. In this figure we can see an overview of the whole positioning system, 
although we only worked on the part in which we obtained the data that the algorithms 
are going to need to find the position of the client. This could be considered as part of 
the business layer. Let’s get into details of the architecture part in which we focused on 
this project.  
Client
Client
Client
Business Server Data base
Presentation Layer Business Layer Data Layer
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Fig. 4.8 positioning system architecture 
The first important thing that we took into account when we started building the 
architecture of the system was that we want it to be scalable. The reasons are very clear, 
but mainly because we do not know in which environment it is going to be used, as well 
as which technological tools are we going to be able to use in every situation, that’s 
why, we on the first place decided to build a scalable system. 
 
 
Fig. 4.9 positioning system architecture 
 
Master
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In figure 4.9 we see the first part of the system. In this part we have a “MASTER” that 
connects with up to N Scalance-W and also connects with a database. The reason why 
we want to be able to connect to up to N Scalance-W is because in some situations we 
will need more than one to be able to localize a device in 2D, 3D. This “MASTER” 
function has to basically send the order to all the Scalance-W to start obtaining data 
from the mobile terminals, and afterwards use the Scalance-W output, to obtain the 
position in coordinates of each one of the mobile terminals with each one of the 
methods that we are comparing (Barcelona Tech, Siemens CT, Hybrid). The resultant 
coordinates are going to be inserted on the database, which is going to be consulted by 
the Siemens Positioning System, and we are going to be able to see the position of the 
mobile terminals on a map. Just comment that it’s out of the range of this project, to 
know how do the positioning algorithms work, as well as how does the Siemens 
Positioning System work. Although it’s important to highlight that in order to use those 
tools we had to get to know them at least at the advanced user level.   
If we start now talking about the second part of the system, the first thing to comment is 
that again we wanted this part to be scalable. In this occasion the reasons are even 
clearer. We want it to be scalable because we want our system to be able to work with 
as many mobile terminals as its possible. What the Scalance-W is doing here, is sending 
packets to each mobile terminal that has associated (and has been configured to interact 
with it). The Scalance-W does this sequentially. Once it has sent all the packets to one 
of the mobile terminals, it obtains the RTT for each one of the methods, and starts the 
same process with the next mobile terminal. This is the most important part of the 
project, because we did not only wanted a working and scalable system, we also wanted 
it to be efficient. A part of the typical reasons for building an efficient system, we 
needed our applications to be efficient because the Scalance-W resources are not as 
developed as in a laptop or a mobile (which were the kind of devices that we did use in 
Barcelona). 
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Fig. 4.10 positioning system architecture 
 
4.3.1  Packets Type 
 
Up to now, we have been talking about transmitting packets to obtain the times that 
those packets need for travelling from the source to the receiver and back. What we 
have not talked about so far is which kind of packets are we going to use. That was not 
an easy decision; we needed a type of packets that could ensure as a big rate for second, 
as well as the chance of choosing the size of what we were sending. We had the idea of 
using Beacons, but the problem is that although the Beacons are being sent every 
1microsecond, they don’t receive answer from the receiver. We also thought of using 
the association packets forcing the receiver to not except the association and with that is 
able to sent repeated packets with an answer. The problem is the rate at which those 
packets are being sent, which is lower that the one that we would aspect and desire. For 
this reason we finally decided to implement two solutions and check the results with 
both. The solutions are ICMP packets (ping’s) and also send empty messages through a 
socket to an open port of the receiver.  
 
With both packet types we had limitations.  
The case of the Ping, the problem was software, and had to do with the fact that our 
Ping version was not able to use the flag –I which is the one that allows us to indicate 
the interval between the packets that we are about to send, as well as the option –C 
which indicates the number of packets that we want to send. 
The main reason for this problem is that the ping that we were using was a version 
included inside the Busybox tool. This tool brings different typical programs such as 
ping to really small systems like the one that we were using. The problem is that 
Scalance 1
Terminal to locate 1
Terminal to locate 2
Business Layer + Data Layer
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obviously those programs in occasions are more limited than in others, and in our case 
the Busybox tool had an extremely basic ping version. For this reason we had to modify 
it in order to introduce both of the flags mentioned before (-I , -C). 
 
4.4 Specification 
 
In this section we are going to give a detailed specification of the part of the positioning 
system that we have been working on. More specifically we are going to see the next 
parts: 
 Use case: 
o Use case diagram 
o Specification 
 
 
Fig. 4.11 Use case diagram 
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Use Case: Get the position 
Actors: Master, Scalance  
Description 
Start the communication The Master takes care of starting the communication with all the 
Scalance-W with the specific values to be used on the “Capturing 
data” 
Table 4.2 Use case Get the position 
 
 
Use Case: Capturing data 
Actors: Driver, Scalance, 
MT  
Description 
Timestamps driver 
(Barcelona Tech) 
Inside the driver timestamp the sent packets and the received 
packets. 
 
Timestamps driver 
(Siemens CT) 
Reading the TSF (on the second card) of the transmitted packet, 
and also the received one, and storing the values. 
 
Timestamps driver   
(Hybrid method) 
Timestamp the sent packet using the card clock, and read the TSF 
of the received one. 
 
Insert data in device Insert the packets inside the device created for extracting the data 
from the kernel space to user space. We are inserting the 
timestamps but also all the packet information. 
 
Table 4.3 Use case Capturing data 
 
Use Case: Data extraction 
Actors: Driver, Scalance 
Description 
Read data from device Read the data from the device already on an application in user 
space. 
 
Table 4.4 Use case data extraction 
 
Use Case: Data filtration 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
Filter interesting data Decide which packets are the ones that we’ve generated, and 
discard all others. 
 
Table 4.5 Use case Data filtration 
 
Use Case: Data separation 
(measuring method) 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
Obtain Bcn tech data Obtain the RTT calculated for each ACK, from the output returned 
from the “filter interesting data”. 
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Obtain Siemens CT data Obtain the timestamps from each pair of packets (sent/received) 
that got to the second card, and calculate the RTT. 
 
Obtain Hybrid data Obtain the RTT calculated for each ACK, from the output returned 
from the “filter interesting data”. 
 
Table 4.6 Use case Data separation 
 
Use Case: Gauss filter 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
Apply gauss filter To all the data that we have obtained and filtered we apply a gauss 
filter to improve the results, erasing the outliers and adjusting the 
other to the real ones. 
 
 
Use Case: RTT calculation 
(each measuring method) 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
RTT calculation Calculate the RTT from all the samples obtained for each 
measuring method 
 
Table 4.7 Use case RTT calculations 
 
Use Case: Send values 
Actors: Scalance, Master  
Description 
Send results It sends the results of each measuring method (the final RTT) to 
the master. 
 
Table 4.8 Use case sent values 
 
Use Case: Calculate the 
position 
Actors: Scalance, Master  
Description 
Read the results It reads the results sent by the Scalance. 
 
Calculate the position It calculates the position of the MT specific in each case (up to N 
MT). 
 
Table 4.9 Use case Calculate the position 
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4.5 Design 
 
In this section we are going to do one more step after the specification the design, and 
we are going to try to answer the question how does the system do it? Again we are 
only going to talk about the design of the part in which we had been working with. 
More specifically we are going to see the next parts: 
 Use case: 
o Specification in design (Contracts) 
 Behaviour model: 
o Sequence diagrams in design 
 
Use Case: Get the 
position 
Actors: Master, Scalance  
Description 
Start the communication 1. The master reads a configuration xml file in which there is 
the information of all the Scalance that it need to get 
connected to: 
 
-ID 
-IP 
-MAC address 
-Channel 
-Number of repetitions 
-Number of pings 
-Interval between pings 
-Pings size 
 
2. The master takes care of starting the communication with 
all the Scalance-W with the specific values to be used on 
the “Capturing data” 
3. It starts the communication with each Scalance using a 
Socket TCP. 
Table 4.10 Use case Get the position 
 
Use Case: Capturing data 
Actors: Driver, Scalance, 
MT  
Description 
 
Start MT communication 1. The Scalance reads a configuration xml file with all the data of 
every MT that it needs to get connected to: 
 
-ID 
-IP 
-MAC address 
-Channel 
2. The Scalance starts the communication sending pings to the 
MT, following the configuration given by the Master. 
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3. The shared information that is being stored for all methods is 
the following: 
 
-TYPE 
-SUBTYPE 
-TODS 
-FROMDS 
-addr1 
-addr2 
-addr3 
-seq 
-time 
-tx_rx 
 
4. This information is the one that is going to be read from the 
device that we have created for sharing between kernel space 
and user space.            
 
Timestamps driver 
(Barcelona Tech) 
1. Inside the driver, in the interrupt handler, we are time 
stamping all the sent and received packets and storing both in 
the structure described above on the field: 
 
-RTT 
 
 
Table 4.11 Use case Capturing data 
 
Use Case: Data extraction 
Actors: Driver, Scalance 
Description 
Read data from device 1. The Scalance now reads the data that the driver has been 
storing on the device. Using this we are able to obtain all the 
data in a clean way. 
Table 4.12 Use case Data extraction 
 
 
Use Case: Data filtration 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
Filter interesting data 1. First the Scalance has to check if the Type of he packet is the 
Control Type 
2. Then we have to check if it is the Subtype ACK 
3. Then if the packet was directed to us, knowing that we have 3 
directions stored, and to know which is the destination address 
we need to check FROMDS and TODS 
 
Table 4.13 Use case Data filtration 
 
Use Case: Data separation Description 
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(measuring method) 
Actors: Scalance 
Obtain Bcn tech data 1. From the Output “filter interesting data” we make the 
difference of the field RTT of all the ACK with its correspondent 
Ping. This final value is stored in a specific field with all the 
RTT calculated. 
 
Obtain Siemens CT data 1. From the Output “filter interesting data” we make the 
difference of the field TSF of all the ACK with its correspondent 
Ping. In this case it’s a little more difficult because we have two 
cards and we need to check that the values that we are 
calculating is from the second card (the one that is acting as 
monitor). This final value is stored in a specific field with all the 
RTT calculated. 
 
Obtain Hybrid data 1. From the Output “filter interesting data” we make the 
difference of the field TSFT1A of all the ACK with its 
correspondent Ping. This final value is stored in a specific field 
with all the RTT calculated. 
 
Table 4.14 Use case Data separation 
 
Use Case: Gauss filter 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
Apply gauss filter 1. Using as an Input all the data filtered for each method, now 
what we do is apply the gauss filter, with the objective to 
improve the values, erasing the outliers and adjusting the 
others to get close to the real values. 
2. Once we have done that, we just store the data obtained in the 
specific field of the struct estadistiques 
Table 4.15 Use case Gauss filter 
 
Use Case: RTT calculation     
(each measuring method) 
Actors: Scalance 
Description 
RTT calculation 1. We calculate the RTT of each method, using the number of sets 
that we did for each method as well as the number of 
repetitions. With that we are going to obtain a mean 
corresponded to the value that we will consider as the final 
RTT for each method. To do that we use the output obtained 
after applying the Gauss filter. 
Table 4.16 Use case RTT calculation 
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Use Case: Send values 
Actors: Scalance, Master  
Description 
Send results 1. We write the results of the RTT Calculation inside a Socket TCP 
to let the Master handle those values in order to obtain the 
final position. 
Table 4.17 Use case Sent values 
 
Use Case: Calculate the 
position 
Actors: Scalance, Master  
Description 
Read the results 1. It reads the results sent by the Scalance using the socket, and 
stored the data in the specific field, which will depend upon 
from which Scalance has been sent, and from which Terminal 
is the data from. 
 
Calculate the position 1. After that we calculate the position using the RTT for each 
method into the Siemens positioning algorithms, which will 
return the specific coordinates.  
Table 4.18 Use case Calculate the position 
 
 
Sequence diagrams 
The sequence diagrams are part of the UML categorization diagrams on the dynamic 
view. A sequence diagrams shows the interaction between the objects of the system 
through the time. For an every use case one or more sequence diagrams can be done and 
each one of them can create a possible way. 
The main reasons of a sequence diagrams are: 
 Show the sequence of events between the actors and the system. 
 Identify the systems operations. 
 Model the control curse and show the typical scenarios. 
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Fig. 4.12 Sequence diagram for the UC Get the position 
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Fig. 4.13 Sequence diagram for the UC Capturing data 
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Fig. 4.14 Sequence diagram for the UC Data extraction 
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Fig. 4.15 Sequence diagram for the UC Send values 
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Fig. 4.16 Sequence diagram for the UC Calculate the position 
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4.6 Implementation 
 
In this section we want to describe the more remarkable parts of our system. More 
concretely we are going to talk about how did we implement the 3 different methods of 
obtaining the TSF, the application running inside the Scalance, as well as the driver 
modifications and also the implementation of the Master. We are going to show only 
pieces of code with comments. 
Before starting to talk about the specific methods, and how did we implement them, we 
would like to start by making an overview on how does the master’s work. 
The master as we have seen before, it’s the point of union between the Scalance 
network and the DB from the Siemens positioning system. Its main function is to 
capture all the information from the Scalance, and execute the positioning algorithms, 
which are supposed to give the exact position of the MT. Once has done that has to 
update the position of the specific MT on the DB. We have to suppose that we are going 
to use up to N Mobile Terminals. 
The first thing that we thought of when developing the master, was how to introduce to 
the system the information about the scalance’s that was going to have to connect with. 
We could do it introducing the data manually, or reading a file. We decided to use a file, 
and assuming that we were using a file, we thought of using a specific type of file, 
which was easy to interpret and to parse. For this reason we decided that the best option 
was to use XML. An example of the type of file that we used is shown on figure 4.17. 
 
<server_bd> 
 <ip>192.168.0.24</ip> 
</server_bd> 
<acces_points> 
 <ap> 
  <id>1</id> 
  <ip>192.168.0.10</ip> 
  <phy>08:00:06:2A:ED:F8</phy> 
  <channel>1</channel>  
  <repeticion>2</repeticion> 
  <par-c>16000</par-c> 
  <par-i>0,0001</par-i> 
  <par-s>0</par-s> 
 </ap> 
 <ap> 
  <id>2</id> 
  <ip>192.168.0.11</ip> 
  <phy>08:00:06:2D:SD:F1</phy> 
  <channel>1</channel>  
  <repeticion>2</repeticion> 
  <par-c>16000</par-c> 
  <par-i>0,0001</par-i> 
  <par-s>0</par-s> 
 </ap> 
 <ap> 
  <id>3</id> 
  <ip>192.168.0.12</ip> 
  <phy>08:00:06:2B:E3:F1</phy> 
  <channel>1</channel>  
  <repeticion>2</repeticion> 
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  <par-c>16000</par-c> 
  <par-i>0,0001</par-i> 
  <par-s>0</par-s> 
 </ap> 
</acces_points> 
Fig. 4.17 XML configuration Master 
 
Once the type of file was decide, was time to talk about which information was the one 
necessary to contact with the Scalance, and make them work with all the Mobile 
Terminals that they were supposed to.  
First of all we have the server ip, which is the ip of the master.  Afterwards we start 
talking about the different “ap” that we are going to have, and here, the first field is the 
ID, which will be useful for the positioning algorithms to know from which Scalance, is 
the information obtained. We also have the IP and the MAC address of the MT in order 
to be able to send the packets to them.  The channel is another important element in a 
WLAN system, because we want to have the same channel to be able to contact. As we 
said before, the type of packets that we are going to send is ICMP packets (ping). In this 
configuration file we specify several different fields that are going to be the same for 
every Scalance. We set them at those default values in order to compare the results even 
if they come from different types of MT, because as we said before, each HW may 
response with more or less delay, and the system needs to be calibrated for every new 
Terminal. The values that we want to specify from the ping are the –c parameter which 
let use choose how many pings do we want to send, the –i parameter where i stands for 
interval between pings and –s which is helping us set the size of the ping that is going to 
be sent. The left field is the repetitions field. This is the number of sets of –c pings that 
we are going to send to the IP Mobile Terminal. 
All this information is going to be stored in a buffer in which we have all the Scalance. 
Each Scalance will be an “accespoints”. Apart from the data read in the configuration 
file, we are also going to store the ip of the master, in order to answer to the correct one, 
the results returned for that Scalance, taking into account that this Scalance can have up 
to 100 clients (N). The results buffer is an struct in which we can store for each position 
the id of the MT, as well as the final result for every method used in there. The last 
thing that we are keeping in the accespoints structure is a pointer to the next 
accespoints. The struct “accespoints” is shown in figure 4.18 as well as the struct result 
 
struct accespoints{ 
 //acces point information 
 int    id; 
 char   ip[40]; 
 char   phy[40]; 
 int   channel; 
 //ping information 
 int   c; 
 double   i; 
 int   s; 
 //results 
 int   repeticions; 
 struct results resultats[100];//fins a 100 clients 
 int   posicio; 
 struct accespoints  *next; 
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}; 
struct results{ 
  
 int  id; 
 double meanRTT;  
 double meanTSFT1A; 
 double meanTSFT1B;  
 double meanTSFT2; 
}; 
Fig. 4.18 Structures used in the master application 
 
The second step was to interact with the Scalance, and send the data that we read on the 
configuration file. In this point, we had several different options. The easiest one was to 
use a Telnet connection. This was automatically discarded, mainly because it’s really 
insecure, and we want to build a system as secure as the technology allows us. Our 
second option was to use SSH. With SSH we were not going to have security problems, 
and are quite simple to use. The problem that we had here, was that the Scalance did not 
have a SSH server build in, and add one, was a little complicated and would have took 
us to much time. The third option was to use Sockets + SSL. With them we were able 
almost a communication as strong as with SSH, the main problem here was that we 
could not use SSL because we did not have the specific libraries, and install them was 
again too difficult. Our final decision was to use Sockets, but without SSL. With that we 
got a correct security with a good communication system.  
In figure 4.19 we can see how we create a socket and we send the command that is 
going to call inside the Scalance the application that we have build. This application 
called captura, has several different parameters as an input the number of sets that we 
are going to create. The number of packets for each set, the interval between packets 
and the set, and the size of each packet. 
 
int obtenir_data(struct accespoints *index){ 
 
    int sockfd, portno, n; 
    struct sockaddr_in serv_addr; 
    struct sockaddr *to_cast; 
    struct hostent *server; 
    char buffer[256];  
    char send_command[200]; 
 
 portno = 15557;//atoi(argv[2]); 
    sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0); 
    if (sockfd < 0)  
        error("ERROR opening socket"); 
    server = gethostbyname(index->ip); 
    if (server == NULL) { 
        fprintf(stderr,"ERROR, no such host\n"); 
        exit(0); 
    }    n = read(sockfd,buffer,255); 
    bzero((char *) &serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr)); 
    serv_addr.sin_family = AF_INET; 
    bcopy((char *)server->h_addr,  
         (char *)&serv_addr.sin_addr.s_addr, 
         server->h_length); 
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    serv_addr.sin_port = htons(portno); 
    to_cast = (struct sockaddr *)&serv_addr; 
    if (connect(sockfd,to_cast,sizeof(serv_addr)) < 0)  
        error("ERROR connecting"); 
 sprintf(buffer,"captura %i %i %f %i",index->repeticions, index->c, 
index->i, index->s); 
 
    n = write(sockfd,buffer,strlen(buffer)); 
    if (n < 0)  
         error("ERROR writing to socket"); 
 
 
 ... 
 
    } 
} 
 close(sockfd); 
 
    return 0;  
} 
Fig. 4.19 Code to connect with the Scalance from the master 
 
With that we started the communication with the Scalance. We did this using a Round 
Robin sequential scheduling. Being sequential means on one hand that maybe our 
system will not be as fast as possible, but on the other hand, also means that we will 
have less WLAN traffic on the system, and assuming that the Scalance are supposed to 
also be working as internet AP, is important to keep that in mind. 
Every Scalance, answers with a file in which we can see the RTT of every method that 
was being used in the device (Barcelona Tech, Siemens CT, Hybrid-A, Hybrid-B). 
Apart from that also has the ID of the MT to which those results are from, because we 
have to remember that each Scalance is going to obtain data of up to N MT. 
In figure 4.20, we can see the code that takes care of reading the data from the socket. 
An important point to take into account here is that we also add a tracking option to the 
system. This option idea is to keep obtaining the position non-stop in order to give to 
the user a better idea of where it is, and towards were is moving to. The way of doing 
that in implementation words is to keep repeatedly asking to the Scalance to give us 
their position.  
 
 
    while(n > 0){ 
 
     if (n < 0)  
   error("ERROR reading from socket"); 
     index->resultats[index->posicio].id = atoi(buffer); 
 
     bzero(buffer,256); 
     n = read(sockfd,buffer,50); 
     if (n < 0)  
   error("ERROR reading from socket"); 
     index->resultats[index->posicio].meanRTT = atof(buffer); 
 
     bzero(buffer,256); 
     n = read(sockfd,buffer,50); 
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     if (n < 0)  
   error("ERROR reading from socket"); 
     index->resultats[index->posicio].meanTSFT1A = atof(buffer); 
 
     bzero(buffer,256); 
     n = read(sockfd,buffer,50); 
     if (n < 0)  
   error("ERROR reading from socket"); 
     index->resultats[index->posicio].meanTSFT2 = atof(buffer); 
       } 
Fig. 4.20 Code for the tracking 
 
This data is the input of the positioning algorithms that are part of the Siemens 
positioning system, and that are running as well inside the master. The output of those 
algorithms is the position in coordinates of the MT. The only thing that we have to give 
to the system in order to know how to locate in the map, are the coordinates of the 
positions of the Scalance, which are know. 
In figure 4.21 we can see how we call “pr” which is the executable that takes care of 
obtaining the position with two things, a calibrating file and a RTT value. The 
calibrating file has been created before, and the RTT is the one obtained by the Scalance 
a few moments ago. 
 
... 
// we add the results in the DB 
  sprintf(send_command, "./pr 1 %f RTToct2010.txt",index-
>resultats[/*cli_wa-1*/0].meanRTT); 
 interaccion_servidor(send_command,1); 
 
 sprintf(send_command, "./pr 1 %f TSFT1oct2010.txt",index-
>resultats[/*cli_wa-1*/0].meanTSFT1A); 
 interaccion_servidor(send_command,3); 
 
 sprintf(send_command, "./pr 1 %f TSFT2oct2010.txt",index-
>resultats[/*cli_wa-1*/0].meanTSFT2); 
 interaccion_servidor(send_command,2); 
 
 //index->posicio++; 
 bzero(buffer,256); 
 n = read(sockfd,buffer,50); 
 
... 
Fig. 4.21 Add the position in the DB 
Once we have that, we connect with the database, and we update the position of each 
terminal and each method of the terminal. With that the function of the master is 
finished. We can see how we interact with the DB in figure 4.22 
 
int interaccion_servidor(char *send_command, int metodo, struct 
accespoints *index ){ 
 
char *serverbd = "192.168.0.24";//index->serverip; 
char *user = "root"; 
char *password = "einheit"; 
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char *database = "holmes"; 
... 
conn = mysql_init(NULL); 
  
if(!mysql_real_connect(conn,serverbd,user,password,database,0,NULL,0)) 
{ 
 printf(stderr, "%s\n",mysql_error(conn)); 
  exit(1);  
} 
sprintf(send_line,"update position set Pos_x=%f,Pos_y=%f where 
ID=%i;", pos_new_x, pos_new_y,metodo); 
  
if(mysql_query(conn,send_line)){ 
  fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",mysql_error(conn)); 
  exit(1); 
} 
  
res = mysql_use_result(conn); 
  
mysql_free_result(res); 
mysql_close(conn); 
... 
} 
Fig. 4.22 Add the position in the DB 
 
With that the reader can have a good understanding of the way the master works. Now 
we are going to talk about the implementation of the scalance application. To refer to it, 
from now on, we will call it captura.  
Captura is the application that receives the order from the master to start connecting to 
all the MT.  
Thanks to all the process explained before (on the specification and design parts), we 
know how do we want the system to work, and knowing that brining the 
implementation to live is easier. 
The first thing to keep in mind is that we wanted the system to work with all three 
methods concurrently, and that meant building an efficient system in time and space.  
 
 In time because we want the system to be able to calculate the position as fast as 
possible.  Is easy to understand why, for a person that is asking for his position 
in an indoor environment, will not want to wait over two minutes in the same 
position in order to know where they are. Even is clearer if we want to build 
some sort of tracking system, in which we will want it to calculate several 
different positions in really short times. 
 
 In space because we are going to have to store a lot of data in every single 
measurement in order to be able to analyse the results properly (obviously in a 
commercial version would not be that important).  
Another important thing to know is that the scalance is an AP, which was, not build for 
developing purposes. Although it has a Linux inside this is not a common user version, 
and it’s also really difficult to add functionalities (Libraries).  This is the main reason 
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why we did have to build some extra functions by hand, because we were not able to 
use some already done ones. 
As well as in the master, the first thing that we have to do, is read a configuration file. 
This configuration file is the way that we decided to use to introduce the information 
about the Terminals that were going to connect to the scalance. In this occasion we also 
decided to use an XML file. A sample of it is on figure 4.23 
 
<ap> 
 <phy>08:00:06:2A:ED:F8</phy> 
</ap> 
<clients> 
 <client> 
  <id>1</id> 
  <ip>192.168.0.180</ip> 
  <phy>00:20:A6:58:8B:1F</phy> 
  <channel>1</channel> 
  <INICIAL_T1>22800</INICIAL_T1> 
  <FINAL_T1>23200</FINAL_T1> 
  <INICIAL_TSF_A>350</INICIAL_TSF_A> 
  <FINAL_TSF_A>359</FINAL_TSF_A> 
  <INICIAL_TSF_T2>140</INICIAL_TSF_T2> 
  <FINAL_TSF_T2>187</FINAL_TSF_T2> 
 </client> 
 <client> 
  <id>2</id> 
  <ip>192.168.0.181</ip> 
  <phy>00:20:A6:22:D3:1F</phy> 
  <channel>1</channel> 
  <INICIAL_T1>22800</INICIAL_T1> 
  <FINAL_T1>23200</FINAL_T1> 
  <INICIAL_TSF_A>350</INICIAL_TSF_A> 
  <FINAL_TSF_A>359</FINAL_TSF_A> 
  <INICIAL_TSF_T2>140</INICIAL_TSF_T2> 
  <FINAL_TSF_T2>187</FINAL_TSF_T2> 
 </client> 
 ... 
</clients>  
Fig. 4.23 XML configuration scalance 
 
Here, the first thing that we have is the physical address of the Scalance. We need this, 
because we are going to have to check if a packet was for us, and the only way of doing 
so is using the physical address. If we keep on, the next thing that we find is the client. 
Each client has an id, which is going to be used to identify the data, the ip and mac 
address, the channel in which we are going to transmit to that MT, and afterwards what 
we have is the “window values”. This is going to be clearer in the results part, but the 
idea is that we need to know where does the Gauss Curve start and where does it finish 
in order to lose all the outliers.  Something interesting here is that is easy to see, that for 
each client we have different “window values” (we also have different values for each 
method, but that is normal). This is because our system depends of the Hardware of the 
Terminal that is answering. If we are working with a device that answers quicker we are 
going to have better results, and different from a one that is answering slowly. 
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struct clients{ 
 //client information 
 int    id; 
 char    ip[40]; 
 char    mac[40]; 
 int    channel;   
 int    INICIAL_T1;     
 int    FINAL_T1; 
 int    INICIAL_TSF_A; 
 int    FINAL_TSF_A; 
 int    INICIAL_TSF_AUX; 
 int    FINAL_TSF_AUX; 
 //estadistical information  
 struct estadistiques *rtt; 
 struct estadistiques *tsft1A; 
 struct estadistiques *tsft2;  
 struct clients  *next; 
}; 
Fig. 4.24 Struct clients scalance application 
 
struct estadistiques{ 
 double    num_elem_filtrat; 
 double    mean_filtrat; 
 double    desviacio_filtrat; 
 int    sum; 
 struct filtrat  buffer[BUFFER_SIZE]; 
 int    buffer_raw[BUFFER_SIZE]; 
 int    buffer_raw_dirty[BUFFER_SIZE]; 
 int    posic; 
 int    posic_dirty; 
 double    gauss_mean; 
 double    gauss_desviacio; 
}; 
Fig. 4.25 Struct estadistiques scalance application 
 
struct filtrat{ 
 int   indice; 
 int   valor; 
 double   gauss; 
 double   aparicions; 
 double   final; 
}; 
Fig. 4.26 Struct filtrat scalance application 
 
All the data that we get from the configuration file, we store it in the struct “clients” 
figure 4.24. Apart from the fields described from that file, we also use some other data 
for statistical purposes (figures 4.25, 4.26) that we are going to explain later. The last 
field is again the pointer to the next “clients”. 
Once we know the structure of the configuration file, we have to add that we did not 
have the chance of using an XML parser, mainly because it was really hard to add the 
libraries manually. For this reason, we decided to build a parser. This parser is very 
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simple, and specific, but is working properly in our case. The whole code of the parser 
is shown on figure 4.27. 
 
int hconfmain_read(char *fichero){ 
 
 FILE *confFile = fopen(fichero,"r"); 
 struct clients *new = NULL; 
  
 if(confFile){ 
  while(fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile)) 
  { 
   sscanf(line,"<%[^>]",line); 
   if(strcmp(line,"clients")==0) 
   {   
    while(fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile)){ 
      
     sscanf(line,"%*[ \t=]%s",line); 
  
     if(strcmp(line,"<client>")==0) 
     { 
      new = (struct clients *) malloc 
(sizeof(struct clients)); 
      memset(line, 0, sizeof(line)); 
      fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile); 
      sscanf(line," <id>%[^</id>]",line);  
  
      new->id = atoi(line); 
    
      memset(line, 0, sizeof(line)); 
      fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile); 
      sscanf(line," <ip>%[^</ip>]",new->ip); 
       
      memset(line, 0, sizeof(line)); 
      fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile); 
      sscanf(line," <phy>%[^</phy>]",new->mac); 
 
      memset(line, 0, sizeof(line)); 
      fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile); 
      sscanf(line," 
<channel>%[^</channel>]",line); 
      new->channel = atoi(line); 
 
      memset(line, 0, sizeof(line)); 
      fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile); 
      sscanf(line," 
<INICIAL_T1>%[^</INICIAL_T1>]",line); 
      new->INICIAL_T1 = atoi(line); 
 
 ... 
 
       
      add(new); 
     } 
    } 
   }else if(strcmp(line,"ap")==0){ 
 
    sscanf(line,"%*[ \t=]%s",line); 
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    memset(line, 0, sizeof(line)); 
    fgets(line,sizeof(line),confFile); 
    sscanf(line," <phy>%[^</phy>]",mac_ap); 
   } 
  } 
 fclose(confFile); 
 
 }else fprintf(stderr, "No config file hconfmain found!\n"); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
Fig. 4.27 Custom XML parser 
 
Once we have read the configuration file, we need to start the communication with the 
Mobile Terminals. Is important to add that we are using a Round Robin scheduling 
system, to make sure that we are not collapsing the band with,  because as we said 
before, the scalance are also being used as regular AP 
To understand the reasons why the next part is implemented the way it is, we have to 
understand that the main reason of this application, was to compare the 3 (or 4) different 
methods of obtaining the TOA that we had. To compare them properly, one of the 
things that we had to do was use the same packets (Ping and ACK) to obtain the TOA 
of each method. But here we had a problem. To implement the Siemens CT method, it 
was necessary to use the two cards that the scalance has inside, but although the 
scalance has two cards, it can only attend to one interruption at the same time. That 
means when we receive a packet, in some occasions it is going to be attended first the 
interruption on the card that is working as a monitor, and in some occasions it’s going to 
be attended in the card that transmitted the packet. This is ok for the Hybrid-A , Hybrid-
B and Siemens CT method, because in the reception they don’t make any timestamp, 
but on the Barcelona Tech method it’s a big problem, because that means we will have 
the timestamp on reception with certain variability, which will increase the real error. 
The solution that we decided to take was to make separately the measurements of the 
methods, which use interruptions, and the method that needs a second card (in the annex 
part we have some graphics that show what happens if we don’t separate them). 
Although we are not calculating TOA with exactly the same packets, the difference in 
time between one measurement and the other is so short, that probably there is not 
going to be environmental changes. 
In figure 4.28 we show how we start both types of methods, the ones that need only one 
card, and the ones that need two. 
 
system("./onecard.sh"); 
buffer_filter_initialitzation(index, 1, 1); 
 while(i < atoi(argv[1])){ 
 ... 
 } 
system("./twocards.sh"); 
buffer_filter_initialitzation(index, 1, 1); 
 while(i < atoi(argv[1])){ 
 ... 
 } 
Fig. 4.28 Call to the scripts that interact with the cards 
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In figure 4.29 we have the script that defines the actions to do when we only want one 
card, and on the script 4.30 we have the script for when we need both cards 
 
#!/bin/sh 
iwpriv ath0_vap0 wmm 0 
wlanconfig ath1 destroy 
Fig. 4.29 Script that destroys the interface ath1 
 
#!/bin/sh 
wlanconfig ath1 create wlandev wifi1 wlanmode ap 
iwconfig ath1 essid CT3 channel 6 
iwpriv ath1 wmm 0 
iwpriv ath0_vap0 wmm 0 
ifconfig ath1 10.10.10.10 
Fig. 4.30 Script that creates the interface ath1 
 
In the scripts, we have to explain some important decisions. First, we are deactivating 
the QoS. Second we have to make sure that the second card is running in the same 
channel that the first card. Third, we are using an ip for the second card, that has nothing 
to do with the one used for the first card, just in case. Finally, we are creating the second 
card in AP mode instead of Monitor mode as we had been saying. The reason for doing 
that is that the Atheros fusion driver that we are using inside the scalance, is not able to 
use Monitor mode, for this reason we are using AP mode, and making it act as in 
Monitor mode. 
Now we are ready to start pinging the MT figure 4.31. 
 
buffer_filter_initialitzation(index, 1, 2); 
sprintf(prepare,"ping -c %i -i %f -s%i %s",index->c, index->i, index-
>s, index->ip);  
system(prepare); 
 
data_capture(); 
initial_filter(num_tarjetas, index); 
Fig. 4.31 Code that starts to capture and filter data 
 
After pinging the MT, we run data_capture() figure 4.32. This function basically takes 
care of reading the device that we created to obtain the data from the driver in a 
harmless way. The read of the device is custom made, and will be explained on the 
driver modifications. 
 
int data_capture(){ 
 
 int fd; 
 int x; 
 
 fd = open("/dev/prova", O_RDONLY); 
 if(fd){ 
  x = read(fd,dirty_buffer,sizeof(dirty_buffer)); 
  if(x<0) 
   printf("error en la lectura\n"); 
 }else 
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  printf("error en l'open: %s\n",strerror(errno)); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
Fig. 4.32 Code that reads the created device 
 
If we now take a look back to the “estadistiques” structure figure 4.25, we can see that 
first of all we store information to calculate means, standard deviation as well as some 
data that will help in order to calculate the Gauss Filter. A part from that, we will also 
store information about the values without being filtered in any way, as well as values 
being only initially filtered for debugging purposes. 
The next function called, is initial_filter(…). This function is in charge of filtering the 
packets received and transmitted, in order to know which ones are the good ones, and 
which aren’t. Apart from that, it also takes care of separating the data from all the 
methods in action, and stores the info in “estadistiques” where all the statistics of each 
method are going to be stored. In figure 4.33 we only show the skeleton, to make the 
explanation a little more didactic. 
 
int initial_filter(int tarjetas,  struct clients *index){  
 
int i = 0; 
int monitor = 0; 
char to_data[40]; 
char from_data[40]; 
char to_ack[40]; 
int clean_value = 0;  
 
if(tarjetas == 1){ 
  
 ...  
}else if(tarjetas == 2){ 
 
 ...  
 
} 
 
 ...  
  
 return 0; 
} 
Fig. 4.33 Basic structure of the initial filter function 
 
The first thing to know is that we will filter the data differently if we are working with 
one card or with two cards. The main reason why we need to treat differently the data is 
because we have different packets, in amount and in types. In the case of using only one 
card, the exchange of packets between the scalance and the MT will be as shown in 
figure 4.34. In the one card situation we will obtain the TOA (RTT) from 3 methods 
(Barcelona Tech, Hybrid-A, Hybrid-B). 
First of all we will have the association process. Those packets are going to be ignored 
by our filtering system, mainly because we are not going to be able to generate them, 
and stamp them at the pace that we want to. Then it will start all the packets that we are 
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going to generate. Each one of our packets will follow this process. First a Ping Request 
is going to be sent from the scalance. This Ping Request is going to be followed by an 
ACK from the MT. After this ACK, a Ping Response is going to be sent from the MT, 
and the scalance is going to answer with an ACK. The reader can easily see, that we 
will have lots of non-useful packets. We have to remember, that we are not able to use 
any sort of monitoring system inside the scalance, and that for the case of one card, we 
want to get the timestamps on the original packets. For this reason we had to build a 
custom made monitor system, that is going to store all the those files, which we are 
going to explain in the driver modifications part.   
The result is that when we transmit a Ping Request, we will store an instance of the 
packet with two values of the timestamp tsf_txA and tsf_txB. Those two values are the 
timestamps in the driver for each one of the Hybrid methods A and B. The next packet 
that we receive is the ACK. From this packet we store the tsf_rx which is the one 
provided by the packet (it’s a timestamp that we only read). With that we have all the 
data that we need to calculate the TOA. The problem is that we have to know that the 
system will still store some more packets. In this case we will still store one more 
packet, the Ping Response. Its important to see, that we are not storing the ACK 
transmitted by the scalance to acknowledge the ACK transmitted by the MT, because 
the ACK is generated in a lower layer that the one that we are making the timestamps. 
Once we have said that, this would be the explanation of the process that initial_filter 
takes care to do in the one card case. Apart from what we said it’s also done a check in 
order to be sure that the packets that we are looking are the ones that we think. To be 
sure of that, we check some of the fields that we have stored such as the TYPE and 
SUBTYPE of the packet or the TODS FROMDS.  It’s important to realise, that we are 
checking to find the ACK, and with that we will look back to the other packets, 
knowing that normally we will have the transmitted packets in the same position in 
reference with the ACK. It’s possible that following this system we can lose some 
values because we read a packet that is not directed to us, but we think that is worth to 
do that instead of checking the TYPE and SUBTYPE of every single packet. 
The TYPE and SUBTYPE fields are being checked looking for TYPE = 4 SUBTYPE = 
208 (ACK). The TODS and FROMDS are being used to know which of the 3 directions 
that are stored in a regular packet; correspond to the destination and which to the 
transmitter. We do that to know if the packet is coming from and getting to the source 
expected. 
Once that is checked, we know that we have an ACK. With that we can start obtaining 
the RTT from the made timestamps. In the case of the Hybrid methods, we have to 
calculate it subtracting the values from the transmission and the reception. In the case of 
the Barcelona Tech method, this has been done inside the driver (The reasons are going 
to be explained later). All this process is shown in figure 4.34 
 
while(i<(sizeof(dirty_buffer)/sizeof(struct information))) 
 {  
  if((dirty_buffer[i].TYPE 
&IEEE80211_FC0_TYPE_MASK)==IEEE80211_FC0_TYPE_CTL) 
  { 
  if ((dirty_buffer[i].SUBTYPE & IEEE80211_FC0_SUBTYPE_MASK) == 
IEEE80211_FC0_SUBTYPE_ACK) 
   { 
   if(dirty_buffer[i-1].FROMDS==2&&dirty_buffer[i-1].TODS==0){ 
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   convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i-1].addr1,to_data); 
   convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i-1].addr3,from_data); 
 
   }else if(dirty_buffer[i-1].FROMDS==0&&dirty_buffer[i-
1].TODS==1){ 
 
  convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i-1].addr1,to_data); 
  convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i-1].addr2,from_data); 
   }else{ 
    
 convert_uint8_to_string("00:00:00:00:00:00",to_data); 
 convert_uint8_to_string("00:00:00:00:00:00",from_data); 
   } 
   
 convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i].addr1,to_ack); 
 
   if(strncasecmp(to_ack,mac_ap,17)==0) 
   { 
   if((strncasecmp(to_data,index->mac,17)==0)&&dirty_buffer[i-
1].tx_rx==0) 
   {   
    l++;       
   filtro_auxiliar(index->rtt, dirty_buffer[i].rtt,index-
>INICIAL_T1,index->FINAL_T1); 
      
 clean_value = dirty_buffer[i].tsf_rx - dirty_buffer[i-1].tsf_txA; 
 filtro_auxiliar(index->tsft1A,clean_value,index-
>INICIAL_TSF_A,index->FINAL_TSF_A); 
      } 
    }       
   }           
  } 
 i++; 
 } 
Fig. 4.34 Data filtering inside the initial filter for 1 card methods 
 
At the same time that we are calculating the RTT of the Hybrid methods, we are also 
checking the value of it in each method to make sure that falls inside the window that 
we have calibrated. In this moment we are also calculating the mean in real time, 
because that why it’s more efficient that calculate it at the end, having to read again all 
the structures. All this process is done in filtro_auxiliar. We can see all the process in 
figure 4.35. 
 
int filtro_auxiliar(struct estadistiques *metodo, double clean_value, 
int inicial, int final){ 
 
 int posicio = 0; 
 
 metodo->buffer_raw_dirty[metodo->posic_dirty] = clean_value; 
 metodo->posic_dirty++; 
  
 if((clean_value > inicial)&&(clean_value < final)) 
 { 
  metodo->sum += clean_value; 
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  metodo->num_elem_filtrat++; 
  metodo->mean_filtrat = ((metodo->sum)/(metodo-
>num_elem_filtrat)); 
 
  clean_value = clean_value / BIN; 
  clean_value = clean_value * BIN; 
  posicio = clean_value - inicial; 
 
  metodo->buffer_raw[metodo->posic] = clean_value; 
  metodo->posic++; 
 
  metodo->buffer[posicio].aparicions+=1; 
  metodo->buffer[posicio].valor= clean_value; 
 } 
 return 1; 
} 
Fig. 4.35 Auxiliar filter code 
 
Before, when we started talking about the initial filter, we said that this explanation was 
for the one card situation. The main reason is that when we are using two cards we have 
a lot more instances of the packets (the traffic is the same).  
In this case we also start with an associating process. Once this is done the Ping Request 
is being sent. The main difference here is that from this ping, we will store two 
instances for the Hybrid method, and also a third instance for the second card. The 
difference is that this third instance will be stored as receiving, because the second card 
is always receiving, and not transmitting. After that, the ACK that we receive form the 
MT is also going to be stored twice. Up to this point we have all that we need to 
calculate the RTT, but again we need to take into account that we will also have some 
other packets such as the Ping Response three times, and the ACK to that Ping response 
twice. 
Here we have to say that we did not only check the values of the Siemens CT, which 
was the one that originally needs to work with two cards, we also checked the results of 
the other methods in the two cards situation. In this section we will not talk a lot about 
those cases because the results were the worst ones. 
 
while(i<(sizeof(dirty_buffer)/sizeof(dirty_buffer[0]))) 
 {  
  if((dirty_buffer[i].TYPE 
&IEEE80211_FC0_TYPE_MASK)==IEEE80211_FC0_TYPE_CTL) 
  { 
   if ((dirty_buffer[i].SUBTYPE & IEEE80211_FC0_SUBTYPE_MASK) 
== IEEE80211_FC0_SUBTYPE_ACK) 
   {  
    if(dirty_buffer[i-3].tx_rx==0){ 
     if(dirty_buffer[i-3].FROMDS==2&&dirty_buffer[i-
3].TODS==0){ 
      monitor = 1; 
      convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i-
3].addr1,to_data); 
      convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i-
3].addr3,from_data); 
     } 
    }else{ 
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 convert_uint8_to_string("00:00:00:00:00:00",to_data);   
 convert_uint8_to_string("00:00:00:00:00:00",from_data); 
    } 
 
 convert_uint8_to_string(dirty_buffer[i].addr1,to_ack); 
 
    if(strncasecmp(to_ack,mac_ap,17)==0) 
    { 
     if(strncasecmp(to_data,index->mac,17)==0) 
     {   
      if(monitor == 1){ 
       clean_value = 
dirty_buffer[i].tsf_rx-dirty_buffer[i-2].tsf_rx;  
       filtro_auxiliar(index-
>tsft2,clean_value,index->INICIAL_TSF_AUX,index->FINAL_TSF_AUX); 
      } 
      } 
    }       
   } 
  } 
 i++; 
 }  
Fig. 4.36 Data filtering inside the initial filter for 2 card methods 
 
After that, the last thing necessary to do in this function is calculate the deviation of 
each method, which now is correctly stored in their specific structures, the Barcelona 
Tech in index->RTT the Siemens CT in index->TSF and the Hybrid in index->tsf_txA. 
(As the reader may have realised we are only using the Hybrid-A. The reason will be 
explained in the results part). 
 
index->rtt->desviacio_filtrat = Calcul_Desviacio(index->rtt-
>num_elem_filtrat, index->rtt->mean_filtrat,index->rtt->buffer); 
index->tsft1A->desviacio_filtrat = Calcul_Desviacio(index->tsft1A-
>num_elem_filtrat, index->tsft1A->mean_filtrat,index->tsft1A->buffer); 
index->tsft2->desviacio_filtrat = Calcul_Desviacio(index->tsft2-
>num_elem_filtrat, index->tsft2->mean_filtrat,index->tsft2->buffer);  
Fig. 4.37 Calls to statistical calculations 
 
The next step once we have filtered and classified the data and obtained all the 
statistical information is to execute the Gauss Filter. The Gauss Filter is a method in 
which the main benefits that we are going to get are improving the values obtained by 
the capturing phase and the filtering phase. With that we will get closer to a real value 
of the cost in time to travel from one device to the other. The code that runs this filter is 
shown in figure 4.38 
 
double Gauss_Function(double desviacio, double mean, struct filtrat 
*buffer, int inicial, int final){ 
  
 int i=0; 
 double aux=0; 
 double prod = 0; 
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 double prod1 = 0; 
 double exp = 0; 
 double exp1 = 0; 
 double exp2 = 0; 
 
 double gauss_mean = 0; 
 double total = 0.0; 
 
 aux = sqrt((2*PI)); 
 
 
 prod1 = (1/(desviacio*aux)); 
 while(i+inicial<=final){ 
    
   exp1 = buffer[i].indice - mean; 
   exp1 = ((exp1*exp1)*(-1)); 
   exp2 = 2*(desviacio*desviacio); 
   exp = exp1/exp2; 
    
   prod = prod1*pow(EULER,exp); 
 
   buffer[i].gauss = prod; 
   buffer[i].final = (buffer[i].gauss*(buffer[i].aparicions)) 
* buffer[i].indice ; 
   gauss_mean += buffer[i].final ;  
   total += (buffer[i].gauss*(buffer[i].aparicions)); 
   i++; 
 
 } 
 gauss_mean = gauss_mean/(total); 
 printf("mean->%f\n",gauss_mean); 
  
 return gauss_mean; 
} 
Fig. 4.38 Gauss function code 
 
And with that we will be at the end of the application that is running inside the scalance.  
4.6.1  Driver changes 
 
In this point, we will try to explain the modifications that were made on the driver, to 
make it able to capture the RTT. This is the most important part of the application, 
because of this will depend to obtain a results minimally affected by the O.S. 
In this part, is also were we did add some modifications from the ones that Albert Neira 
and Marc Ciurana, originally made. 
 
 
4.6.1.1 Initial changes 
 
The first change that we were forced to add, has not to do with the different methods 
that we wanted to build. The first change was related to the fact that originally we were 
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not able to see the ACK that the driver received in the IP layer. This was a big problem 
because we needed the system to work as a monitor, and that means that we needed the 
system to see absolutely all the packets. 
The first idea we had to solve the problem, was to activate a flag on the build of the 
driver that could allow us to see the packets we asked for when the driver received 
them, and when they were still on the HAL layer. This flag is AH_DEBUG. 
This turned out to be a little more difficult that what seemed first. The problem is that 
we didn't have much documentation on the driver, and we could not be sure what was 
necessary to change to make it work. Finally we find how to make it, but still we could 
not see what we were looking for (the packets received on the HAL layer). 
After realizing that we needed to arrange the problem from the root, we started 
analyzing why the driver got stacked. 
We thought that maybe the problem came from the chipset that we were using. The 
problem could be that the chipset discard all the packets that were not necessary for the 
user, including the control packets that we needed. For this reason we thought of using 
an Atheros chipset from older cards, which seemed to not have this problem. 
We also thought of changing the driver. Maybe the problem wasn't the chipset. Maybe 
the problem was that in some point of the driver discarded to allow getting to upper 
layers the control packets. The reader may ask, why change the driver if you can find 
the point in the code in which the packets were being discarded? The answer is that, the 
driver code is quite long to try to realize in which point was this happening, and 
furthermore we were not sure that this was the problem that we were having. 
Knowing that, we started looking for a driver that could suit to our HW without having 
to make big efforts on making it run. We thought of the newest version of the Madwifi 
driver, the athk9. The problem was that athk9 and Atheros Fusion were really different, 
and to try to make this new driver run into the scalance, could be a too big effort for an 
uncertain result. 
Another solution that we thought of, and tried to use, was to analyze why the driver got 
stacked when the monitor mode was activated.  
To find out this problem, we used a serial connection between the Scalance-W and the 
laptop that worked as the manager, to be able to see the trace of errors that the Scalance 
kernel gave after activating the monitor mode. 
With that, we could see in which point the kernel panic that blocked the system was 
thrown. The problem we had was that we couldn't interact with that point of the driver 
to try to debug the driver. 
Finally we decided to follow how did the monitor mode work on the Madwifi driver 
(which has lots of documentation) to try to find similarities with the Atheros Fusion 
driver. With that we were able to realize that there is a function that takes care of 
filtering the packets that the HAL receives, and we could finally see the ACK with only 
adding a flag that allowed the control packets to pass through the low layers to the 
upper ones. 
In figure 4.39 we observe the changes made on the driver under BCN 
 
    if (sc->sc_opmode == HAL_M_HOSTAP){ 
  rfilt |= (HAL_RX_FILTER_BEACON | HAL_RX_FILTER_PSPOLL); 
  /* CHANGED from SIEMENS S.K. allways accept Beacons in AP Mode 
*/ 
  rfilt |= HAL_RX_FILTER_BEACON; 
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//-------------------------------BCN---------------------------------- 
  rfilt |= HAL_RX_FILTER_CONTROL; 
//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fig. 4.39 Code added to see the ACK inside the driver 
4.6.1.2 Timestamp 
 
Now it’s time to talk about the modifications made to make the different methods run. 
To talk about them, we will not only use source code, we will also use some diagrams 
that show clearly, which is the functionality of the driver modifications for each 
method. We will speak about the four methods that we did try (Barcelona Tech, Hybrid-
A, Hybrid-B, Siemens CT). 
The first method that we are going to talk about is the Barcelona Tech method. As we 
said before, the main idea of this method is to obtain a more accurate timestamp by 
using the CPU-clock inside the driver. It is obvious that we will have an error coming 
from the O.S, which will not send the packet automatically after the transmitting 
timestamp is made, and will not have received the packet in the same instant that we 
make the receiving timestamp. However the accuracy that we get is good enough for 
our positioning purposes.  
In figure 4.41 we can clearly see how the system works.  
First of all, the application gives the order of starting to transmit the packet. If there is 
only one card activated there is no problem, but if we have two, we call the script that 
takes care of stopping the second card. This is a decision that was taken, after realising 
that the Barcelona Tech method and the Hybrid-A and B were not working correctly 
with two cards activated. The reasons are easy to understand, and the problem is that 
although we have two cards, inside the driver there is only one instance of the driver. 
This means that all the packets are going to be processed by the same driver, and 
assuming that we need an as highly software precision as possible, the possibility of 
having more interruptions than we expect would lead us to worst results. We have tried 
that and we are going to talk about it on the Results chapter. 
But how do the interruptions work on Linux?  
Linux has saved a table with all the interrupts that has configured. Once hardware 
produces the interrupt, the O.S goes to this table and checks if there is an entrance for 
this one. If there is, the table also has saved what function to call for this specific 
interrupt. This function is called Handler. The Handler has to different parts, a common 
one (shared by all interrupts) and a specific one, that it's going to be different for each 
driver. Once this specific part is called, the interruption is disabled and proceeds to treat 
the interrupt as if it was any regular thread.    
 
//---------------------------------------BCN-------------------------- 
//  tsf_interrupcio = ath_hal_gettsf64(sc->sc_ah); 
    clocks=get_cycles(); 
 sc->sc_stats.ast_cpuclock_old=sc->sc_stats.ast_cpuclock; 
 sc->sc_stats.ast_cpuclock=clocks; 
//-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fig. 4.40 Code inside the interrupt handler to capture the timestamps for the Barcelona Tech method 
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Following with the implementation of the method, once the order has been sent by the 
application the order is taken by the system, which will automatically pass the request to 
the driver of the WLAN card. One of the first things that we need to know about the 
cards work is when it starts preparing the packet to be sent. This job is done in the 
function Ath_tx_start. Once the packet is prepared, and we are still inside the function 
mentioned, the packet is added to the transmission queue. This queue takes care of 
sending whenever we can. Once the packet can start being sent, the function that takes 
care of doing that is the function Ath_hal_tx_start. This function passes the packet to 
the hal to physically start transmitting it. Once the packet has been completely sent, an 
interruption is thrown. This interruption is thrown in order to work with the sent packet 
for monitoring purposes. We take advantage of that idea to make the timestamp that 
later on we are going to use to calculate the RTT.  With the timestamp we do not only 
store the time, we also store all the information that later on we will need about the 
packet in order to correctly classify it. All this information is going to be stored inside 
the structure information, which is also used by the scalance application, and that we 
have already described. 
 
Then when the receiver has completely received the packet, it starts processing it, and 
afterwards the ACK is sent (this processing time should be almost 0, because the ACK 
is sent from the physical layer, although it is obvious that some additional time is going 
to be added). Once the packet has arrived completely to the receiver, an interruption is 
thrown. Once again we take care of capturing the time that this interruption is thrown 
inside the handler of the interruption, which is going to be almost the first place in 
which it will get. After that, the process that the driver follows its not longer relevant for 
calculating the RTT. 
 
The next step is common with all the methods and is the way that the data is extracted 
from inside the driver. This is going to be explained later. 
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Fig. 4.41 Hybrid-B partial results with ping 
 
 
 
 
Summarising, the process that the Barcelona tech method is following is: 
 First, we capture the CPU clock, as soon as possible inside the driver 
 We store those values in a structure, keeping two captures, the one that we have 
already made, and the previous one. 
 Afterwards, we store all the data to the structure created with this purpose 
 Finally we pass all the data to the application running in user mode that is going 
to use it. 
 
The next method that we are going to explain is the Siemens CT method. In this case it 
is important to say that we are going to use two cards. One card is going to be the one 
transmitting the packets, the second one is going to act as a monitor, and is going to 
capture all the traffic. Although that this second card is acting as a monitor, it is not in 
monitor mode, we are capturing the packets inside the driver, and afterwards we are 
sending the information to the application running inside the scalance. 
The reason why we need a second card is related with the fact that in this case we are 
using the TSF instead of the CPU time. The problem that we have is that the TSF is a 
field in the packet that is transmitted that is added once the packet is about to be 
transmitted, and we have no tools of knowing the TSF that is going to be inside the 
packet until the packet has been sent.  
Before starting to use the second card and knowing the problems that this could bring, 
we tried to find some solutions. For example we have said that once a packet has been 
transmitted, a copy of the packet is being passed to the driver again, and an interruption 
is thrown in order to the driver to know that the packet is there to be consulted. We tried 
to read the TSF there, but we found out that with this packet the TSF was 0. We also 
used some other techniques, but we are going to explain them later, because those 
techniques lead us to the Hybrid methods. 
If we start talking about the implementation of the method, first of all, inside the 
scalance application, we are calling a script in which we have defined the activation of 
the second card, as well as the configuration commands such as giving an ip, a channel 
or even deactivating the QoS. Once that is done we are going to send the command to 
start the transmission of a packet. As well as before this order is going to be passed to 
the kernel, which is going to move the order to the driver. The driver is going to send 
the packet. This packet is going to be received by the receiver, but also by the second 
card, which is inside the same scalance. In this second card, this packet would be 
discarded, but we are going to save all the information that we need before it is thrown. 
This data is going to be adding to the structure information that we described before, 
which is also defined inside the driver. 
 
//---------------------------------BCN-------------------------- 
 
  info.rtt = sc->sc_stats.ast_cpuclock; 
  info.tsf_rx=0; 
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  info.tsf_txA= ath_hal_gettsf64(sc->sc_ah); 
  info.tsf_txB= 0; 
   
  info.TYPE = (wh1->i_fc[0] & IEEE80211_FC0_TYPE_MASK); 
  info.SUBTYPE = (wh1->i_fc[0] & IEEE80211_FC0_SUBTYPE_MASK); 
  info.TODS = (wh1->i_fc[1]& IEEE80211_FC1_DIR_TODS); 
  info.FROMDS = (wh1->i_fc[1]& IEEE80211_FC1_DIR_FROMDS );   
 
  for(i=0;i<6;i++) 
   info.addr1[i] = wh1->i_addr1[i]; 
   
  for(i=0;i<6;i++) 
   info.addr2[i] = wh1->i_addr2[i]; 
 
  for(i=0;i<6;i++) 
   info.addr3[i] = wh1->i_addr3[i]; 
 
  info.seq[0]=wh1->i_seq[0]; 
  info.seq[1]=wh1->i_seq[1]; 
 
  info.tx_rx=0;//0->tx 1->rx 
 
  buffer_circular[end]=info; 
  end = (end+1)%BUFFER_SIZE; 
 
//-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fig. 4.42 Data added to the struct information about the packet 
 
After that, the packet is going to be received by the real receiver, which is going to 
process it, and afterwards answer with an ACK. This answer is going to be received 
again by the receiver (the scalance) and the second card. In this occasion we are going 
to take care again of saving all the information from this answer in order to afterwards 
calculate the RTT inside the application that is running in the scalance 
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Fig. 4.43 Hybrid-B partial results with ping 
 
 
The other two methods that we are going to introduce are the Hybrid-A figure 4.44 and 
the Hybrid-B figure 4.45. Those two methods are going to be explained at the same time 
due to the similarities that there are between each other. 
As the name says, those methods are a Hybrid version, mixing the Barcelona Tech and 
the Siemens CT. This is easy to see in the figures 4.44 and 4.45. The main idea is that 
the transmission is following a similar pattern to the one used in the Barcelona Tech, 
and on reception we are using the Siemens CT method.  
The most important point here is that while we were working on the Atheros Fusion 
driver, we found a function that was calling the Cards Clock, and that as an answer was 
receiving the current time on the Clock. That means that we can solve really easily the 
problem that we were having with the Siemens CT method and the fact that (in this 
platform) we were not able to read the transmitting TSF. We are still not able to read the 
exact transmitting TSF, but we are able to obtain a custom transmitting TSF, and not 
only that, we are going to be able to read this time in several different places inside the 
driver in order to find the place in which we get the best results. In this is the main 
difference between Hybrid-A and B, the position of the transmission timestamp. 
Once we have said that, let’s explain the implementation of both methods in more 
detail. First of all, as always, the scalance application is starting to send the packet, 
again if we have two cards activated, we deactivate one of them. After that the order of 
the sending of the packet is passed to the kernel, which is going to pass it to the driver. 
The driver is going to start preparing the packet, and once this is prepared is going to 
add it to the transmission queue. 
In this point is in which we are going to find the difference between A and B. In the 
case of the Hybrid-A, we are making the timestamp just before calling the function, 
which is going to pass the packet to the hal to start sending it. We know that in this 
point the packet is ready, and that is already in the queue. The only extra delay that we 
can have is the time that it takes to the hal to send the packet. 
The Hybrid –B timestamp, is going just after we return from the hal. The problem here 
is that we don’t really know if when we return from the hal the packet has already been 
sent, or the packet is still sending. 
In both methods, once we have made the timestamp, we take care of storing all the 
information related with the packet, that we are going to need later on. This data is again 
stored inside the structure information. 
After the packet has been received by the receiver, the ACK is sent. When the ACK is 
arriving to the scalance, what we are going to do is just read the TSF of this 
acknowledgment packet. This is possible now because this packet is not being 
transmitted is being received, and in this occasion the TSF is not empty. The good part 
is that this timing is also going to be a read from the same clock, what make them able 
to subtract without having to make synchronization between the scalance and the client 
clocks. 
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Fig. 4.44 Hybrid-A partial results with ping 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.45 Hybrid-B partial results with ping 
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4.6.1.3 Data extraction 
 
If we want to use the values obtained by the driver for positioning purposes, we have to 
be able to pass those values to the application that takes care of that. The problem is that 
the data is being obtained inside the driver, and the driver runs in kernel mode, and the 
application that is going to use this data works on user mode. 
 
To be able to obtain the data, several different solutions were taken into account: 
  
 One was to use pipes. The problem is that the driver is not a thread that is being 
executed in the processor, it's a module that it’s called only when its required, 
for this reason is not possible to build a pipe between both processes. 
 
 The other option was to write the results into files, but the main problem is that 
this may take long, and we want a clean and fast solution moreover in the 
interrupt handler, were we want to delay the minimum possible all the processes 
that are supposed to be done. 
 
 Was also considered (and this was the option in the previous project), to use the 
function printk, which works as well as the regular c printf, but with the 
difference that you can give priority to the messages. On the previous work, the 
higher priority was choose (KERN_EMERG) and the daemon syslogd, was 
modified (its configuration file /etc/syslog.conf) making it able for each 
KERN_EMERG received write the specific data in an specific file build for this 
purpose. 
 
In our case, we wanted to be sure, to not only make the data extraction fast, we wanted 
to be sure to make it as clean as possible. 
 
For this reason and seeing that all we wanted was to read the data that we were creating 
inside the driver, we thought of creating a device with the only purpose of letting the 
driver store information in there, and afterwards use the user space application to read 
that device and obtain the data. 
As we know, use device functionalities such as reading from kernel space and writing to 
user space, it is not something that can be done directly with the Linux system calls. It is 
necessary to use specific function that has been custom made, we have to use a device 
manager. 
 
The device manager functions, or the functions that are going to interact with the 
device, is something that cannot be executed in the usual way. They have to be 
integrated in the Linux kernel. To do that, what we do is create a Linux Kernel Module, 
which is a dynamic way of adding routines to the system. Those modules can be 
mounted to the kernel in execution with the function insmod, and demounted with the 
function rmmod. 
In our case, to make the system simpler, we decided to integrate the module inside the 
Atheros Fusion driver, making it able to be mounted and demounted with the driver. 
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That was possible because all the functionalities that we are going to ask to the module 
are used while the driver is mounted. 
 
The first important thing in order to create a Linux Kernel Module is a initialization 
function. In this case this can be found in figure 4.48. There we can also see that the 
device that we are going to be writing to is called “siemensbarcelona”. Apart from the 
initialization, for a module it is also important to define the extraction, which in this 
case is on figure 4.49. 
 
 The device “siemensbarcelona” is going to have as device manager the struct 
file_operations called mymod_fops figure 4.46. In this struct, we are going to use all the 
default operations which are properly defined in <include linux/fs.h> but we will make 
our custom read which is going to be called mymod_read. 
 
The functionality of this custom read, is that when we are using the function called 
data_capture shown in figure 4.32 inside the captura application, what we are doing is 
calling this read from a user space application, which is going to read through the device 
siemensbarcelona the content of the buffer_circular in which we have all the data that 
we have been storing on the capturing process.  
 
With that we are going to obtain a really clean way of extracting data from the Kernel 
label, and passing it to the user label. 
 
 
 
//---------------------------------------BCN--------------------------
----- #include <linux/cdev.h> 
#include <linux/fs.h> 
 
ssize_t mymod_read(struct file *f, char *buffer, size_t count, loff_t 
*offp); 
 
 
int major; 
int memory_major = 60; 
int *memory_buffer; 
extern struct information buffer_circular[BUFFER_SIZE]; 
extern int end; 
extern int start; 
 
dev_t primer; 
struct cdev *my_cdev; 
struct file_operations mymod_fops = { 
 owner: THIS_MODULE, 
 read: mymod_read, 
}; 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 
Fig. 4.46 Module of data extraction variables 
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//---------------------------------------BCN--------------------------
----- 
ssize_t mymod_read(struct file *f, char *buffer, size_t count, loff_t 
*offp) 
{ 
 ssize_t tamany; 
 unsigned long b_copiats; 
 int i = 0; 
 
 tamany = sizeof(buffer_circular); 
  
 b_copiats = copy_to_user(buffer, buffer_circular,tamany); 
 if(b_copiats != 0) 
  return b_copiats; 
 
  end = 0; 
 
 *offp+=tamany; 
 
 return tamany; 
} 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Fig. 4.47 Specific read for the custom device 
 
static int __init 
init_ath_dev(void) 
{ 
    printk(KERN_INFO "%s: " 
           "Copyright (c) 2001-2007 Atheros Communications, Inc, " 
           "All Rights Reserved\n", dev_info); 
 
//---------------------------------------BCN--------------------------
---- 
 
    printk(KERN_INFO "registrem el manegador de dispositius. \n"); 
    primer = MKDEV(memory_major,0); 
    major = register_chrdev_region(primer,1,"siemensbarcelona"); 
 
    if(major < 0){ 
  
 printk("Error en l'enregistrament del dispositiu - 2"); 
 return -1; 
  
    } 
      
    my_cdev = cdev_alloc(); 
    my_cdev->owner = THIS_MODULE; 
    my_cdev->ops = &mymod_fops; 
    major = cdev_add(my_cdev,primer,1); 
 
    if(major < 0){ 
  
 printk("Error en l'enregistrament del dispositiu - 2"); 
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 return -1; 
  
    } 
 
    printk("manegador registrat correctament"); 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
 
 
    return 0; 
} 
Fig. 4.48 Module insertion 
 
static void __exit 
exit_ath_dev(void) 
{ 
//---------------------------------------BCN--------------------------
----- 
 unregister_chrdev_region(primer,1); 
 cdev_del(my_cdev); 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
 
 printk(KERN_INFO "%s: driver unloaded\n", dev_info); 
} 
Fig. 4.49 Module extraction 
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5 Results 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter we are going to show all the results obtained on the different tests that we 
had been running. With those we will show which type of packets did we decide to use 
and why, which is the number of packets that we have to send to obtain better results, 
show how does the time grow with the distance, and make a comparison of all three 
methods under the same platform and with the same data.  
The configuration used in all the results that we are going to show now is the one that 
we explained on the last chapter, summarising: We are using an Scalance-W as an AP 
which is going to be the one generating traffic, and a regular laptop as the Client. This 
laptop is a fujitsu-siemens laptop (the specifications of this laptop are explained on the 
previous chapter). We did the tests in two environments, indoor and outdoor. The 
indoor was on a floor of the Siemens CT office. The outdoor was in front of the same 
building. 
5.2 Configuration 
 
5.2.1 Type of packets 
 
The first decision that we wanted to take was which type of packets is the one that 
offers us the best results. The types of packets that we checked were Pings and 
messages sent through a socket (More details in the previous chapter). To be sure which 
packets did offer the best results we needed to check both types with all the methods 
that we have been working. 
The results that we are going to show in the next plots show the parallel growth between 
the time and the distance. In all the tests we used a big amount of data, just to be sure 
that we have enough data to obtain a reliable result. We are showing two plots for each 
method with each one of the packet types. One of the plots shows five sets of 16000 
packets for each distance (10,20,30,40,50), and another one the mean of those sets. 
It is important to see that although now we are checking for the packet type that works 
better with all the different methods, in a situation in which the winner method works 
better with some specific changes, it would not be a problem to customise a solution 
valid for the system, as a combination of different parts that may have been discarded 
before. However this is not part of the frame of the project. 
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 In figure 5.1 and 5.2 we can see the results of the Barcelona Tech method using ICMP 
ping. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Barcelona Tech partial results with ping 
If we take a look to the graphic with all the sets, it is clear that there is a big distance 
between each set even in the same distance. However we can see a tendency on growing 
at a good pace.  In this case the explanation for having such a distance between the 
different sets, is that the O.S noise it is big enough to make the time to a distance that 
variable. 
 
 
Fig. 5.2 Barcelona Tech results with ping 
 
Although if we take a look to the plot 5.2 we can see that making a simple mean of all 
the sets for each distance, we can clearly see a growth in which every 10 meters we 
have an almost constant difference in time. 
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In the next two figures we can see the same plots but this time using sockets instead of 
pings. 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Barcelona Tech partial results with sockets 
 
The main difference that we can easily see is that the growth is slower.  This doesn’t 
have to mean that the distance calculation has to be worst, but it is obvious that in this 
occasion we could find situation in which we may say that we are at twenty meters 
when we are really at twelve. 
 
Fig. 5.4 Barcelona Tech results with sockets 
 
What we said about the previous figure its even more clear in the 5.4 Here we can 
clearly see that there is a problem between 10 and twenty meters. By the way, this is not 
something that could lead us to discard the type of packets, because it can be a punctual 
test. 
 
The next step is to check the results given by another method. In this occasion the 
results of the two hybrid methods. We have to remember that both methods are very 
similar. And we are going to compare them both together.  
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The first two figures show the growth of the A and B using ping, it has in both 
occasions a clear growth, at an almost constant pace. 
 
 
Fig. 5.5 Hybrid-A partial results with ping 
 
 
Fig. 5.6 Hybrid-B partial results with ping 
In the next two figures we just confirm what we have seen in the previous two, that 
there is a growth in which we can clearly see a difference in time between distances. In 
this occasion it looks like that B is working a little better than A, although if we take a 
look back, we can see that there is a bigger difference between the sets of the same 
distance in B than in A. This could lead us to think that in a situation in which we repeat 
lots of times those tests, it seems like A would be better than B. 
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Fig. 5.7 Hybrid-A results with ping 
 
Fig. 5.8 Hybrid-B results with ping 
When we take a look to A and B using sockets instead of using pings, again as with the 
Barcelona Tech method, we see that there is a slower growth of the time in front of the 
distance. However, it is also clear that at least in the method A there is less variation in 
the different sets of a same distance. 
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Fig. 5.9 Hybrid-A partial results with sockets 
 
 
Fig. 5.10 Hybrid-B partial results with sockets 
 
In this case we can see that using sockets the figure drawn by this plots looks more alike 
between A and B. For this reason the main answer is that it could be more dependent to 
an external factor apart to the noise introduce by the kernel or the other internal factors. 
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Fig. 5.11 Hybrid-A results with sockets 
 
 
Fig. 5.12 Hybrid-B results with sockets 
 
 
The last method that we have to take a look to is the Siemens CT method. In this 
occasion it is really clear a big difference between the two types of packets that are 
being sent. Here the winner is Ping, because it is not only more stable, it is also more 
constant on the growing time. Apart from that, there is an interesting point to highlight 
that is the big similarity between sets of tests for each distance. There is almost no 
difference. 
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Fig. 5.13 Siemens CT partial results with ping 
 
 
Fig. 5.14 Siemens CT partial results with sockets 
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Fig. 5.15 Siemens CT results with ping 
 
 
Fig. 5.16 Siemens CT results with sockets 
 
 
In conclusion, after taking a look to all the measurements that we checked above, we 
decided that the best type of packets that we can use in order to obtain the RTT is ICMP 
pings.  
It is true that maybe the difference it is not really big. However we can easily realise 
several different factors that were the ones that helped us to take this decision.  
 
 In all methods we can see that using pings we get a quicker growth. This is 
something really important, because if the time grows quickly, it means that we 
are going to be able to measure more distances in between those first. 
 
 In all methods we can see that using pings we get a more constant growth. The 
main advantage of a more constant growth is that it assures us the chance of 
obtaining better results in more occasions. A bigger variability would lead us to 
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a situation in which sometimes our values would be correct an many other it 
wouldn’t. 
 
 The last point to highlight is the stability between methods. It is clear that in all 
methods it works almost the same with both types of packets. Although with 
pings it works with all four correctly, and in the case of the sockets we have 
little problems in every single method. This has probably to do with the 
variability between sets, which at the same time may be introduced for some 
other causes. However this is not the goal of this project.  
 
Assuming all the reasons exposed before, and that we do not have enough time to try to 
use both types of packets for all the measurements, we decide to use ICMP Pings. 
5.2.2 Number of packets 
 
The next thing that we want to check is which is the right amount of ICMP packets that 
we have to send. This is a very important point because we want to be sure to make the 
system run in the best conditions, and this means making the system fast enough to not 
have to worry for the fact of it lasting too long. In a real situation we would desire the 
user to ask for the position and obtain an answer as quick as possible. The problem is 
what is more important the precision or the time? It is obvious that a combination of 
both. We want the best precision in shortest time. 
For this reason in this part we are going to analyse a big amount of ICMP pings from 
the Scalance-W to a regular client, and check the average accumulative, in order to be 
able to establish in how many pings we are starting to get the same time. As well as we 
did before; we are going to run those tests using all four methods. The main reason for 
doing that is that we want to be sure that we have the best conditions for all methods. In 
a final system, obviously we could get to more particular details in order to make the 
winner method better. But now we just want to check which can better perform the 
localisation system. 
The plots are the ones that represent the average accumulative obtained during the 
capturing of 2 distances (10,20). For each distance we did four sets of measurements. It 
is also important to say, that this was part of a test in which we checked the distances 
50,20,40,10,30, in this random order to be sure that our results are not obtained for any 
external issue. The sets that we are showing underneath were also chosen randomly, 
trying to avoid anything that could lead us to any tendency. 
The first method to check is the Barcelona Tech method.  
Before we can make the average accumulative, we need to know which amount of units 
is equivalent to one meter. For doing that, we use the times calculated for 
10,20,30,40,50 meters, and we calculate the difference in time between each other. This 
is shown in table 5.1 
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Distance Mean result (4 sets) Difference 
10 23015.940911 0 
20 23020.255359 4,3144 
30 23025.774460 5,5191 
40 23035.370232 9,5956 
50 23035.321685 -0,048547 
Table 5.1 Average accumulative Barcelona Tech 
With this, we have estimated the units needed for travelling between the different 
distances. The average that we can take from that is approximately 6 units. Those 6 
units are what it takes to make 10 meters. With that we can say that 6/10 is how long it 
takes to travel 1 meter. Then this is the value that we used for the plots underneath, in 
which every line is equivalent to one meter of difference. 
Assuming that, if we take a look to the first plot, the figure X.X, we can see that using 
the Barcelona Tech method, at a distance of 10 meters there is a need of approximately 
8.000 to 10.000 packets to get stable. 
 
 
Fig. 5.17 Barcelona Tech average accumulative 10m 
 
If now we take a look to the second plot, the figure 5.18 that is also made with the exact 
same situation, and only a few seconds before the previous one, we see that in this 
occasion we have a really good stability with less than 5.000 ICMP pings. 
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Fig. 5.18 Barcelona Tech average accumulative 10m 
 
This is the case of the 10 meters. But what happens if we move to twenty meters? The 
ideal would be that we require not a huge amount of packets more, because that would 
mean that the stability of the measurements in the Barcelona Tech method is hardly 
affected by the increase of the distance. 
If we take a look to the first one, we see that we are able to obtain a good stability 
approximately on 6.000 packets. But if we are a little less restrictive we could even say 
5.000 packets. 
 
Fig. 5.19 Barcelona Tech average accumulative 20m 
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In this second plot, figure 5.20 It is a little harder to say. The truth is that here we can 
talk of stability at approximately the same value 5.000 to 6.000, although there is still a 
difference of 1 to 3 meters. 
 
Fig. 5.20 Barcelona Tech average accumulative 20m 
 
Summarizing this first method analysis, we could say that we need more or less 5.000 to 
6.000 packets to obtain a good precision. However in the worst case we could need over 
10.000 thousand. 
 
 
The next one to evaluate is going to be the Hybrid method A and B. Before we can 
make the average accumulative, we need to know which amount of units is equivalent 
to one meter. For doing that, we use the times calculated for 10,20,30,40,50 meters, and 
we calculate the difference in time between each other. This is shown in table 5.2 
 
Distance Mean result (4 sets) Difference 
10 355.259236 0 
20 355.316523 0,0579 
30 355.487511 0,1702 
40 355.462020 -0,0255 
50 355.563432 0,1014 
Table 5.2 Average accumulative Hybrid-A 
 
 
With this, we have estimated the units needed for travelling between the different 
distances. The average that we can take from that is approximately 0.06 units. Those 6 
units are what it takes to make 10 meters. With that we can say that 0.06/10 is how long 
it takes to travel 1 meter. Then this is the value that we used for the plots underneath, in 
which every line is equivalent to one meter of difference. 
 In the first plot, figure 5.21 we can see that in this case at a distance of 10 meters, we 
are able to get stable really quickly. We are talking of approximately between 3.000 and 
4.000 packets would let us have a value in the same meter. 
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Fig. 5.21 Hybrid-A average accumulative 10m 
 
If we check another set in the same distance, figure 5.22, we can prove that this 
tendency of getting stable quicker it is also happening. In this case with 2.000 we 
already have the same meter that we would have with 14.000 thousand. However it is 
obvious that with more than 10.000 the stability is much higher. 
 
Fig. 5.22 Hybrid-A average accumulative 10m 
 
Taking a look now the 20 meters plots, figure 5.23 and 5.24, we will realize that for the 
method Hybrid-A, with 4.000 packets we have enough to be sure that we are obtaining 
the real value. 
In the case of the first figure 5.23 the stability is a little slower, although it need no more 
than 5.000 packets.  
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Fig. 5.23 Hybrid-A average accumulative 20m 
 
Here in figure 5.24, we obtain the quickest stabilization so far. With 2.000 maybe even 
less we already have a really good precision. The main problem that we can see in those 
two last plots, is that there is an slowly tendency on increasing the time with the number 
of packets.  That is not something that we have been able to identify basically because 
we did not find that phenomenon in many occasions. 
 
Fig. 5.24 Hybrid-A average accumulative 20m 
 
 
Now we run the same tests for the Hybrid-B method. 
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Distance Mean result (4 sets) Difference 
10 299.463067 0 
20 299.549502 0,0864 
30 299.667671 0,1182 
40 299.756490 0,0888 
50 299.711961 -0,0453 
Table 5.3 Average accumulative Hybrid-B 
 
 
With this, we have estimated the units needed for travelling between the different 
distances. The average that we can take from that is approximately 0.1 units. Those 0.1 
units are what it takes to make 10 meters. With that we can say that 0.1/10 is how long 
it takes to travel 1 meter. Then this is the value that we used for the plots underneath, in 
which every line is equivalent to one meter of difference. 
In this case we see that for ten meters, the stability of the curve comes quite early. After 
less than 4.000 ICMP packets we can already say that the time is constant because it is 
almost al the time in the same one-meter line. 
 
 
Fig. 5.25 Hybrid-B average accumulative 10m 
 
The problem is that if we take a look to the next figure. This is something that has been 
measured in the same conditions just maybe a minute later. As we can see now the 
curve is loner and lasts until approximately 6000 thousand ICMP packets. This is what 
happens at ten meters, now let’s take a look, which are the issues ten meters far from 
this point 
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Fig. 5.26 Hybrid-B average accumulative 10m 
 
 
The situation in twenty meters seems to get a little more stable. In fact in the set 2 we 
could almost say that with about 1500 ICMP packets we already have enough to obtain 
a correct time. It is true that on the last 2000 we get an increase of the time that leads at 
a change of approximately 3 or 4 meters. This phenomenon has not been studied here, 
because it those not fit inside the frame of the project. 
 
 
Fig. 5.27 Hybrid-B average accumulative 20m 
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If we now talk about the 3
rd
 set, the results are pretty similar, with maybe the most 
visual difference on the fact that now there is no increase at the end, and keeps 
relatively stable for a long period. 
 
Fig. 5.28 Hybrid-A average accumulative 10m 
 
 
In this case it is clear that if we were using this method individually we would have 
enough with about 4.000 and 6.000 packets. This is equivalent to approximately 15 or 
20 seconds for each set. 
The next one to evaluate is going to be the Siemens CT method. Before we can make 
the average accumulative, we need to know which amount of units is equivalent to one 
meter. For doing that, we use the times calculated for 10,20,30,40,50 meters, and we 
calculate the difference in time between each other. This is shown in table 5.4 
 
Distance Mean result (4 sets) Difference 
10 162.626517 0 
20 162.341355 -0,2851 
30 162.349461 0,0081 
40 162.394276 0,0448 
50 162.989679 0,5954 
Table 5.4 Average accumulative Siemens CT 
 
With this, we have estimated the units needed for travelling between the different 
distances. The average that we can take from that is approximately 0.1 units. Those 0.1 
units are what it takes to make 10 meters. With that we can say that 0.1/10 is how long 
it takes to travel 1 meter. Then this is the value that we used for the plots underneath, in 
which every line is equivalent to one meter of difference. 
In the case of the Siemens CT method, we can observe that in the first set we get a 
really quick stabilisation. Probably with less than 3000 pings we could already be sure 
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that it is not going to change a lot. However if we take a look now to the second graphic 
we would say that it is not so fast. In this case we need over 6000 pings or we could 
even say that over 9000 to get stable inside the same meter. 
 
 
Fig. 5.29 Hybrid-B average accumulative 10m 
 
 
Fig. 5.30 Hybrid-B average accumulative 10m 
 
If we now check the case of 20 meters, it is clear that there is not a big difference, and in 
both sets we are able to get a good stabilisation with less than 6000 pings. Again with 
those two distances we think that we have a good enough precision with about 4.000 to 
6.000 pings, although it could also be used with less. 
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Fig. 5.31 Siemens CT average accumulative 20m 
 
 
Fig. 5.32 Siemens CT average accumulative 20m 
 
 
Our final conclusion is that the system would be able to find a position with 
approximately 1.500 to 3.000 packets. This means that if we have to use this system in a 
real situation in which we are only using one method at the same time (the one that 
works better) and we want it to be fast but at the same time precise we could use around 
3.000 packets, what means that in probably about 15-30 seconds we would be able to 
find a position. 
However, and assuming that what we want is check which system has a better 
performance on positioning in indoor environments, we are going to use a much higher 
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number of packets only with the goal of obtaining the best results possible for each 
method. 
For this reason we decided to use 16.000 packets, from which we know that once they 
are filtered we will get approximately 10.000 – 14.000 real RTT values. 
 
 
5.2.3 Gauss Function 
 
The next that we wanted to check, was the Gauss Function. We know that this function 
is supposed to improve the results of the Gauss Curve, bringing them closer to the ideal 
values. In this project, we did not prove that this function was improving the results, and 
we are not going to get into mathematical details of why it works. In the next figures, 
the main objective is to show that it really works. However, the risk of using this 
technique is that in some occasions instead of improving it could change good values 
into wrong ones. 
The next two plots, are showing several different sets of the same distances 
10,20,30,40,50 before filtering the results with the Gauss Function and after that on the 
Barcelona Tech method. 
 
Fig. 5.33 Barcelona Tech partial results without gauss 
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Fig. 5.34 Barcelona Tech partial results with gauss 
 
 
The result is that in these specific plots is difficult to see any change or improvement. 
However it is true that we could see that some of the sets got closer to each other, but is 
really hard to appreciate it. 
Now if we take a look to the mean of the sets with and without gauss, we can appreciate 
that we have a tiny improvement with 20 meters. The problem is that with such a small 
improvement it would not be justified the use of those algorithms. 
 
 
Fig. 5.35 Barcelona Tech results without gauss 
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Fig. 5.36 Barcelona Tech results with gauss 
 
The next method that we are going to check is the Hybrid-A. First of all, in the first two 
figures 5.37 and 5.38 we see that we obtained set means with really small differences 
between each other. After running the Gauss Function we cannot easily appreciate any 
difference at all. 
 
Fig. 5.37 Hybrid-A partial results with gauss 
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Fig. 5.38 Hybrid-A partial results with gauss 
 
If we now analyse the mean of each distance sets, we see that in this occasion instead of 
improving the results, the gauss filter could even have made them a little worst. The 
truth is that this change is so small, that although we can say that they have gone worst, 
there is not a big change. But as well as with the previous improvement we could not 
say that was enough to justify the use of this function, in this occasion we cannot say so 
either for the results obtained in this method. 
 
Fig. 5.39 Hybrid-A results without gauss 
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Fig. 5.40 Hybrid-A partial results with gauss 
 
In the next two figures, we are going to check the gauss function on the Hybrid-B 
method. In this occasion, we can see that there is a big difference between sets on a 
same distance. The truth is that this big distance is observable before and after the 
Gauss filter, but in this occasion it is true that we can easily appreciate a considerable 
improvement in bringing the different sets closer to each other. A really good example 
of how good is the improvement in this occasion is the set called “series3”. This set 
before the Gauss function was a total mess, and after it the values get closer to the ideal 
growing line. This is a really good improvement. 
 
Fig. 5.41 Hybrid-B partial results with gauss 
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Fig. 5.42 Hybrid-B partial results without gauss 
 
If we now take a look to the mean of all those sets, we can observe that before executing 
the gauss function, we were having a big problem with 30 meters, which was far from 
the real value that we would want it to have. After running the function we can see that 
the value did improve a lot, although it is still not ideal.  
 
Fig. 5.43 Hybrid-B  results with gauss 
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Fig. 5.44 Hybrid-B  results without gauss 
 
In this occasion and after seeing the before and after plots, we can say that this is a big 
enough improvement to justify the use of this algorithm. 
In the next four figures, we are going to do the last test related with the Gauss Function. 
In this occasion we are going to check the before and after over the Siemens CT 
method. 
The first two figures show the relation between sets in the different distances. We can 
see that there is not a clear improvement, at least for the human eye, on the distance 
between sets. In what we can really find an interesting improvement is on the position 
of the different distances. In figure 5.46 that is before running the gauss algorithms, we 
can see that there is not a clear line between the different distances. 30 meters is said to 
be nearer than 20, and almost at the same position than 10, and 40 is closer to 20 than 
30. After running the Gauss algorithm, this problem is solved. In this occasion the 
values got really better obtaining an almost constant progression. 
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Fig. 5.45 Siemens CT partial results with gauss 
 
Fig. 5.46 Siemens CT partial results without gauss 
 
If we now take a look to the results of the next to figures, we can appreciate almost the 
same as before. The reason is that those plots only show big differences if there are 
differences between the sets. If the sets are close to each other, the difference is not so 
big.  
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Fig. 5.47 Siemens CT results with gauss 
 
Fig. 5.48 Siemens CT results without gauss 
 
The conclusion that we can obtain after taking a look to all those plots is that is worth it 
to use such an algorithm, because it really improves in some occasion’s values in a very 
good direction. Is important to say that not in every case we are going to obtain such 
good arranges. It is also possible that the methods in which we did now not observe any 
improvement get improved more often that the ones that we have seen improving here, 
but he main idea is that after running those functions we are sure that in a considerable 
big amount of occasions we are going to improve our values. 
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5.2.4  “Window” size 
 
The next thing that we want to check is the Gauss Curve. We know that as a result of 
our measurements, the data looks like a Gauss Curve. Knowing that, we can say that our 
ideal curve would be something like figure 5.49 
 
Fig. 5.49 Gauss curve 
 
In which the mean would be our RTT. This is the ideal case, but the reality is much 
different, and the truth is that we are going to obtain values that are going to be far from 
the curve, and that in order to calculate the mean are going to introduce a big error. 
It would be great if we could just erase those values that are no inside the curve, and we 
could only keep those that are inside. With that we would increase the precision a lot. 
The problem is that we cannot do that easily because it changes with the different 
hardware that we are using. If for example we calibrate the system to keep only the 
values inside the curve for an specific client, and afterwards we change the client, the 
calibration for keeping the values under the curve are going to have to be done again. 
However, an assuming that the precision is far better calibrating the system, we are 
going to do it for the clients that we are going to use in the tests. 
The other thing to take into account is that in this occasion it is not only going to change 
for every hardware that is being used, it is also going to be changed for every method. 
For this reason in the next few pages we are going to talk about, how, and which were 
the decisions that we decided to take in order to get the window for the Gauss Curve in 
every method, for one specific client. 
The first method to which we are going to set the window for is the Barcelona Tech.  
In the next to figures we are going to show the result of an histogram in which we are 
presenting the data obtained after a capturing test with the Barcelona Tech method in 
10,20,50 meters. We want to check different distances because we want to set a 
window, which is not going to cut the gauss curve when we are increasing the distance.  
In the first figure, we can see the histogram of the 10 meters with the Barcelona Tech 
method. We can easily notice that there are mainly one important curve which is the one 
in which our RTT is going to be, but the problem is that on the left and on the right we 
can also see two other tiny curves. We cannot eliminate those values without thinking 
why they are not right, because they could be important information. 
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However, if we take a look to the dispersion plot that we have on figure 5.50, we realise 
that there is a big amount of data that comes on the same level, which would be the one 
of the main curve in the histogram, but afterwards we can also see a considerable 
amount of data in a lower level, an all at the same time. That is not a normal effect, and 
it is clearly the cause of the first curve on the histogram. 
After analysing the possible causes, the conclusion is that in that specific moment we 
did have a change of speed. As we said before, we are using 11Mbps, however we have 
not been able to fix the speed of our system, for an internal problem on the Scalance-W 
driver. For this reason it is easy to assume that for some reason the Scalance may have 
changed its speed, and created this second curve and we can also ignore them. 
 
 
Fig. 5.50 Barcelona Tech dispersion plot 10 meters                       Fig. 5.51 Barcelona Tech histogram 10m 
 
 
In the case of the 20 meters we cannot see any reason for which not to put the window 
closer. 
 
 
Fig. 5.52 Barcelona Tech dispersion plot 20 meters                          Fig. 5.53 Barcelona Tech histogram 20m 
 
In the next two figures we have the 50 meters histogram. In this one again we have the 
same effect that we observed on the 10 meters, a second curve. In this occasion, as 
before, we can easily ignore those values because we have again had decrees on the 
transmission speed. 
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Fig. 5.54 Barcelona Tech dispersion plot 50 meters                          Fig. 5.55 Barcelona Tech histogram 50m 
 
With that, we have enough reasons to decide to bring the window closer to the curve. In 
the figure 5.56 we observe the 10 meters. In this occasion the histograms shows us the 
reason of the third curve in the figure 5.51. Those values, although they could be 
information, are so low that we could ignore them and assume that they are just outliers. 
 
 
Fig. 5.56 Barcelona Tech histogram closer 10m 
 
Looking the twenty meters histogram, we can do less than confirm that we can get 
closer, because there are any weird phenomenons.  
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Fig. 5.57 Barcelona Tech histogram closer 20m 
 
In the figure that represents the histograms, which is the 50 meters from this closer look, 
we can see either any important issue that would not let us get closer to the curve. 
 
 
Fig. 5.58 Barcelona Tech histogram closer 50m 
 
In the next figure, figure 5.59, we can see the 10 meters gauss curve from a closer 
distance. With that we can already say which are the lower and upper value for the 
specific case of the 10 meters. However we prefer to take a look to the figure 5.60 and 
5.61 to be sure which are the lower and the upper for any distance. 
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Fig. 5.59 Barcelona Tech histogram real size 10m 
 
Fig. 5.60 Barcelona Tech histogram real size 10m 
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Fig. 5.61 Hybrid-A partial results real size gauss 
 
After taking a closer look to all the different distances for every gauss curve, and based 
also on the experience that we already have using the system, we did decide to put the 
lower limit at 22.800 and the upper layer on 23.200. With that we are sure that we are 
not going to lose valuable date for the positioning system.  
In the figure 5.62 we can see how it really moves the curve with the distance. Thanks to 
this fact is why we can use this system as a way of calculating the distance from one 
device to the other. 
 
Fig. 5.62 Barcelona tech histograms comparison 
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If we now take a look to the same type of figures and with the same objective, but for 
the Hybrid-A , method, we can easily see that in this case, mainly due to the fact that 
there are less columns, we don’t have a problem to identify the main focus of the Gauss 
curve. When we also look to the dispersion plot, we don’t see any special condition. 
It is true that at the end there are a huge amount of outliers, but the info of those outliers 
is not relevant for the purpose of our positioning system 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.63 Hybrid-A dispersion plot 10 meters                          Fig. 5.64 Hybrid-A histogram 10m 
 
Fig. 5.65 Hybrid-A dispersion plot 20 meters                          Fig. 5.66 Hybrid-A histogram 20m 
 
Fig. 5.67 Hybrid-A dispersion plot 50 meters                          Fig. 5.68 Hybrid-A histogram 50m 
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Now we are going to get close to the curve in order to be able to focus the lower and 
higher point. As we can see in figures 5.69, 5.70 and 5.71, the main focus is centred in 
basically 4 or 5 columns. This focus in this concrete hardware would be between 310 
and 320. With those values we make sure that almost all the data that we close inside 
the window would be the data from the gauss curve. 
 
Fig. 5.69 Hybrid-A dispersion plot 10 meters                          Fig. 5.70 Hybrid-A histogram 20m 
 
 
Fig. 5.71 Hybrid-A histogram 50m 
In the following figure we can see the move of the columns with the distance. This is 
again, what makes this system able to work. 
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Fig. 5.72 Hybrid-A histogram comparison 
 
If now we start analyzing the Hybrid-B, we quickly realise that in this case there are 
more problems in the amount of data in the same level.  The reason why there is a 
specific moment in which it appears a fall of the value of the packets it’s not really 
clear. It is not possible that comes from a move in the environment, because here we 
observe three different distances, which have been calculated, in different instants of 
time. It is not much more plausible it to be due to a change on the speed. Mainly 
because a change on the speed would not always happen on the same time instant. For 
this reason we think that this weird move could be produce by some specific noise from 
the O.S. We have to remember that the case of the Hybrid-B method, is obtaining the 
transmission timestamp after the packet has been sent. During the time that the packet is 
being sent, the O.S could schedule some process in a specific periodical time that 
produces the move that we can observe on figures 5.73 5.75 and 5.77. 
Apart form this detail, there is no problem on seeing clearly where the main focus of the 
gauss curve is. For this reason, we directly get close to it, and try to find the high and 
low values. 
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Fig. 5.73 Hybrid-B dispersion plot 10 meters                          Fig. 5.74 Hybrid-B histogram 10m 
 
Fig. 5.75 Hybrid-B dispersion plot 20 meters                          Fig. 5.76 Hybrid-B histogram 20m 
 
Fig. 5.77 Hybrid-B dispersion plot 50 meters                          Fig. 5.78 Hybrid-B histogram 50m 
 
Taking a quick look to the figures 5.74 5.76 and 5.78 and knowing that there almost no 
outliers near or far, we have no worries of leaving important data out of the window if 
we use a window from 305 to 314 
 
 
Fig. 5.79 Hybrid-B dispersion plot 10 meters                          Fig. 5.80 Hybrid-B histogram 20m 
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Fig. 5.81 Hybrid-B histogram 50m 
Again, if we check the progression, we can see that there is movement. The problem 
with this method the previous and the next one, is that due to the fact of using so few 
columns, it is a little harder for the human eye to really see the movement of the 
columns. 
 
Fig. 5.82 Hybrid-B histogram comparison 
 
The last that we will check is the Siemens CT. In this case we can directly check a close 
view of the main focus of the Gauss Curve because as we can see in the different figures 
5.83 5.85 and 5.87 that the dispersion plots in this case it is almost a line.   
This is something that it is not strange because with the Siemens CT method we are 
reading a clock, which has a resolution of microsecond. For this reason and taking into 
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account that we are not moving in bigger ranges than 300 meters it is not possible to 
have bigger differences than those shown in the next figures. 
If we want to obtain the high and low value from it, in this case it is very easy, we could 
put the low at 159 and 166 for the high. 
 
 
Fig. 5.83 Siemens CT dispersion plot 10 meters                          Fig. 5.84 Siemens CT histogram 10m 
 
Fig. 5.85 Siemens CT dispersion plot 20 meters                          Fig. 5.86 Siemens CT histogram 20m 
 
Fig. 5.87 Siemens CT dispersion plot 50 meters                          Fig. 5.88 Siemens CT histogram 50m 
 
 
In the following figure, we can see how this method is also able to let us obtain a 
positioning, because in different distances we have higher RTTs. 
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Fig. 5.89 Siemens CT histogram comparison 
 
Now that we have seen all the calibration steps that we have taken, let’s try to look how 
our system calculates the distance. 
 
5.2.5  Positioning Tests 
 
 
First of all, we are going to show this distance calculation every ten meters with all the 
different methods. Afterwards we are going to make the same experiment every 5 
meters. The final test that we are going to run is the positioning system using only one 
scalance-W and one client, in order to see it in a map, how precise the positioning 
system is. 
Those tests where ran in the 4
th
 floor of the building 10 in Siemens CT Munich. We can 
see an image of the floor in figure 5.90. 
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Fig. 5.90 Floor Siemens CT WLAN department 
 
It is clear that they were done with all the changes in the driver, and the configuration 
steps that we have told so far. 
The first test was run with the Scalance-W in a fixed position, and the Client being 
moved 10 meters each time. If we now take a look to the results, we can see that in this 
test, almost in all the methods we can see that the time is increasing almost at the same 
pace the distance giving really good results with all the methods. However with this 
test, we can also start realising that there is one method, which is giving no quite good 
results. This method is the Hybrid-B. All the tests were run with a random order for the 
distances. The order that we did was 30,40,10,0,50,20. Apart from that we did run only 
3 sets of 16.000 packets, in order to increase a little the speed of the positioning. 
However, it was also a little slow. It took approximately two minutes to obtain the 
position with all the methods. 
If we take a closer look to all the plots, in figure 5.90 we can observe that the Barcelona 
Tech method has a very good resolution. In this case we can clearly observe the 
progress with no errors. It is also interesting to see that it looks like the points are 
drawing a curve instead of the expected line. Actually this is common sense. We have to 
understand that the more far the signal has to travel, the more reflexions that we are 
going to have. With such a high amount of reflexions the time that it takes to travel it is 
going to be longer. There are also other possible problems such as the speed of 
transmission, but we did not get into more detail in this project. 
Moving now to the Hybrid-A method, we see that in this case the growth is not so clear, 
but we can still differentiate a lot between 0, 10, 20, 30, 50. Here the main problem is 
going to be with 30 meters, which has given a value too similar to the 20 meters value.  
With the experience of all the tests that we have been running, we have realised that 
there is a recurrent problem with 30 meters. In lots of situations we can see that 30 
meters gives a wrong value. We tried to find an explanation for this effect but we did 
not find any.  
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If we now move to Hybrid-B, in this case we can observe that again we are having 
problems with 30 meters, but the others are not bad. 
On figure 5.93 we can see the Siemens CT method. In this case, this one is very similar 
to the Hybrid-A one. We are also having problems on 30 meters, but the other values 
are good.   
 
 
Fig. 5.91 Barcelona Tech indoor every 10m                          Fig. 5.92 Hybrid-A indoor every 10m 
 
Fig. 5.93 Hybrid-B indoor every 10m                          Fig. 5.94 Siemens CT indoor every 10m 
 
After running this tests, the logical next step is try to repeat them but with shorter 
distances. We decided to run the tests again and now moving the Scalance-W every 5 
meters. 
With this new test we were going to be able to really see how well or wrong was each 
method performing. As well as before, to run those tests we did it in a random order (the 
order was 35,5,10,20,55,40,50,15,30,0,25,45). It is important to comment that we did 
also have the client always connected to the electricity, in order to not affect the 
capturing, and for being sure that the system was calculating the distances in exactly the 
same conditions. 
We can see on figures 5.95, 5.96, 5.97 and 5.98 the plots that are describing the 
measuring made every 5 meters. 
In the case of the Barcelona Tech method, we can see that the distances are quite 
recognizable except 30 meters. It is true that between 5 and 20 meters the growth is 
really small, and maybe there could be precision problems in those points, although the 
result is not bad. 
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If we now look figure 5.96, we can see that in this case the Hybrid-A method gave us 
the best results. Again it had problems with the 30 meters, but the rest of the values are 
in some way showing enough difference between each other. 
With the last two figures we had more problems. For example in the Hybrid-B method, 
it is clear that is not able to localize properly in short distances. Between 0 and 30, we 
cannot be sure in which distance are we every moment. From that point on, looks like is 
improving a little, but assuming that the main idea of this system is to be used indoor, 
and in indoor environments we really want high precision for short distances, we 
decided to just discard this one for the positioning test. 
The case of the Siemens CT method is a little different. We can observe that a short 
distance is performing correctly, and when gets over 30 it is starting to get a little lost. 
However we think that this was not reason enough to stop using it, and the precision in 
short distances, is important to say that look like the best one. 
 
Fig. 5.95 Barcelona Tech indoor every 5m                          Fig. 5.96 Hybrid-A indoor every 5m 
 
Fig. 5.97 Hybrid-B indoor every 5m                          Fig. 5.98 Siemens CT indoor every 5m 
 
 
Before running the positioning tests, we decide to make some more experiments in 
outdoor environments. We decided to do that because the idea is that in outdoor 
environments we are going to have a bigger precision. The reason is very simple; there 
are not reflexions, or not as many reflexions. We can see in figure 5.100 which was the 
outdoor environment that we decided to use. The idea is that we were far enough from 
the building in order to avoid the reflexion that the metal walls from the building could 
cause us, and we were in a little high point from where we had as always along this 
project perfect LOS. 
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Fig. 5.99 Scalance and master 
 
 
Fig. 5.100 Outdoor Siemens CT 
 
The experiment results are shown below. Again we decide to do it randomly and 
directly every 5 meters. We did have the Client connected to the electricity all the time, 
and we used 3 sets of 16.000 packets for each distance to calculate the RTT.  
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Fig. 5.101 Barcelona Tech Outdoor 5m 
 
Fig. 5.102 Hybrid-A outdoor 5m 
 
Fig. 5.103 Hybrid-B outdoor 5m 
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Fig. 5.104 Siemens CT outdoor 5m 
 
As expected, the results are better than they were for indoor environment. Again we can 
observe that in all the methods the main problem is always sited near the 30 meters.  
In the Barcelona Tech method we obtain really good results assuming that we are 
measuring every 5 meters. In the case of the Hybrid-A the result are not so good, but 
still interestingly good, and happens the same with the Siemens CT method. The biggest 
problems again come with the Hybrid-B method. In this occasion although we can 
imagine the growing function underneath, it is true that for positioning purposes this 
method has not enough precision. 
After seeing all those results, and previously to start doing the positioning with the 
whole system, we decided to not use the Hybrid-B method on the final demo. The main 
reason is that we wanted the system to work as quickly as possible, and using this 4
th
 
method, which by the way we were sure that the results that was going to give us were 
not going to be good, was just a way of losing speed for the other methods. 
The final demo was done again in the floor shown in figure 5.90. In this occasion we 
used only one scalance-w mainly for the fact that in Siemens CT we only had one 
available for developing purposes. The other thing is that we only used one Client, 
because we wanted to check the precision of the system with the different methods of 
obtaining the RTT, and using 2 clients or more would have only made the final figures 
more complicated, but with no important information. With that we have to say that as 
explained before, we did test that the system was able to connect up to N clients, and the 
system is prepared to be connected up to N scalance-W. 
Do to the fact that we only used one scalance, we were only able to obtain the position 
of the client in one dimension. With only one scalance we could only obtain the value of 
the X, and we needed to used a fixed Y. 
Once said that, first of all the next figure shows us the map in which our positioning 
system was establishing the different points of the position estimated for each one of the 
methods that we have been talking about (Barcelona Tech, Hybrid-A, Siemens CT).  
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Fig. 5.105 Map used for positioning purposes 
 
For this final demo, we choose random distances between 0 and 50 meters, which is the 
length of the part of the floor that we were using. We did a lot of different distances but 
we are going to show only images of some of them. The reader can find a collection of 
all the distances and results in the table 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.  
Also it is important to say that we decided to use 2 sets of 16.000 pings for each 
distance. This assuming that we had to do it for the 3 methods and knowing that the 
ones that only used one card could be done together, but the Siemens CT that needed 
two cards was needed to be done separately, meant that for each distance it took 
approximately 2 minutes 30 seconds to calculate the position. It is obvious that this is 
not a good speed, but as we had been explaining before, we are making more 
measurements that the once that are really needed in order to obtain a better precision 
for all the methods.  
Apart from that, and even assuming that the system was taking so long, we decide to 
implement and try the tracking system, which was constantly calculating the position of 
the device and updating in real time the position of the client. It is obvious that this was 
not the desired user experience that we would like for a final product, but still was good 
enough to make the system practical. 
In figure 5.106 we can see the different positions of the measurements that we did on 
the map. The distances that we tried were 0,3,11,13,18,24,38,50. They were done 
randomly. 
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Fig. 5.106 Map with distances measured 
 
 
In the next figures we have to know that the black point is the Barcelona Tech method, 
the green point is the Siemens CT method and the black point is the Hybrid-A, method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.107 Map 3m with the three methods 
 
 
Fig. 5.108 Map 12m with the three methods 
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Fig. 5.109 Map 13m with the three methods 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.110 Map 18m with the three methods 
 
 
Fig. 5.111 Map 24m with the three methods 
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Fig. 5.112 Map 38m with the three methods 
 
 
Fig. 5.113 Map 50m with the three methods 
After taking a quick look to the figures of the different maps, the reader may want to 
check the following tables, which try to summarise the information of the maps above. 
Each table talks about one of the 3 different methods, and also tells about not only the 
estimated distances obtained by the positioning system, we also introduce the error that 
we have estimated, knowing the exact position of the real distance, and estimating the 
distance from the real position. 
 
In all three methods we can clearly observe that in short distances such as 3, 12, 13 the 
estimated error may be less than 1 meter. In some specific situation it may be over, like 
3 meters in Hybrid-A or 13 meters in the Barcelona Tech method. The reason of those 
differences it is not related with any physical or environmental change. The reason is 
clearly related with the noise introduce by the hardware of the devices that are acting in 
the measurement as well as the software that is running in those devices, such as the 
interruptions.  
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Distance (m) Estimated distance 
(m) 
Error(m) 
3 5,35 +2,35 
12 11,42 -0,58 
13 12,3 -0,7 
18 19,3 +1,3 
24 28,2 +4,2 
38 40 +2 
50 50,0 +0 
Table 5.5 Estimated distance and calculated error with the random measurements from the demo – Barcelona 
Tech 
 
 
 
Distance (m) Estimated distance 
(m) 
Error(m) 
3 3,85 +0,85 
12 11,45 -0,55 
13 3,9 -9,1 
18 28,2 +10,2 
24 28,2 +4,2 
38 40 +2 
50 48,6 -1,4 
Table 5.6 Estimated distance and calculated error with the random measurements from the demo – Hybrid-A 
 
 
 
 
Distance (m) Estimated distance 
(m) 
Error(m) 
3 3,87 +0,87 
12 14,33 +2,33 
13 12,5 +0,5 
18 19,5 +1,5 
24 28,2 +4,2 
38 28,2 -9,8 
50 49,2 -0,8 
Table 5.7 Estimated distance and calculated error with the random measurements from the demo – Siemens 
CT 
 
Once we have seen that, let’s start checking which are the results obtained in indoor 
situations. To do that the easier way is to calculate the mean of the different errors for 
each method. This can be found in table 5.7.  
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                  Table 5.8 Mean error 
  
The results are very similar, but the final conclusion would be that the method that 
works the best is the Barcelona Tech. The mean error of the Barcelona Tech, in the 
situation described above is 1,59 meters. That is a really good precision. However in the 
case of the Siemens CT, the result is not far from this one. The Siemens CT method has 
a precision of 2,85 meters, but the main problem has been in one specific distance, 38 
meters. This could mean that for some reason the value has been wrongly obtained, due 
to some environmental changes, some unpredictable system changes or even some 
speed change. In the last case, the hybrid method, we have obtained a precision of 4.4 
meters. That is a bigger difference, but is still acceptable, and more taking a look to the 
fact that again this big error is produced due to two really bad estimations, 13 and 18 
meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method Mean error 
Barcelona Tech 1,59m 
Siemens CT 2,85m 
Hybrid - A 4,04m 
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6 Planning 
 
A very important part of any technological project, and of any project in general, is the 
scheduling. Having a schedule of the tasks that have to be done, and the moment in 
which they are supposed to be, helps being able to get to the goals that we have 
assumed at the beginning, and making them in the best order. That is what we tried to 
do all along this project using tools such as Microsoft Project. A part from that we also 
include a Cost analysis part in which we will try to summarise the real cost of 
developing this project. 
6.1 Time plan 
 
The time scheduling implies organizing the different phases of the project in order and 
thinking about the time that it takes to make each one of them, all starting from the 
initial date of the project, and ending on the ending date of it. 
 
o Initial date: February 8th 2010 
 
o Ending date: October 22nd 2010 
 
As it is easy to imagine, like in any other Project, we have suffered some delays. In our 
case there were some burocratic delays due to all the confidential papers that needed to 
be signed between Siemens and Barcelona Tech, and of course also some in phases such 
as the implementation one. Those implementation delays may have been avoided if we 
had done more carefully the design of the system and the architecture of it. 
 
In the following figure we include the Gant diagram in which we can find our job plan 
for this Project. 
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Table 6.1 temporal planning
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6.2 Cost analysis 
 
 
To make this cost analysis, we are going to analyse mainly two aspects, the costs referring to 
the human resources and the costs referring to the Hardware and Software being used. 
First of all we count the hours from the first day up to the last. 
 
 
257 days – 74 weekend/holidays  =  183 working days 
 
183 working days * 6 hours/day = 1098 working hours 
 
 
Table 6.1 Average accumulative Barcelona Tech 
A working team has realized those hours. The working team for this project was: 
 
 
Table 6.2 Human Resources cost 
 
 
 
Profile Tasks Price 
hour 
Number 
hours 
Total 
price 
 
 
Project Manager 
 
o Initial analysis 
o Goals 
o Requirements 
o Supervising the project 
  
 
 
42 € 
 
 
200 
 
 
8.400 € 
 
 
Analyst / Architect 
 
o Specification 
o Design 
o Architecture 
o Implementation 
o Documentation 
 
 
 
 
30 € 
 
 
 
350 
 
 
 
10.500 € 
 
Programmer 
 
o Implementation 
o Documentation 
 
 
22 € 
 
548 
 
12.056 € 
 
 
TOTAL Human 
Resources  
                                                                                      
                                                                                       30956 € 
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The team has used several different technical resources. We can divide them in to types  
Software and Hardware. Almost all the Software resources that have been used to develop the 
project were open source, for this reason we include a cost of 0 euros to the software. 
The case of the Hardware is a little different. We have been using up to 4 laptops in order to 
be able to try the positioning system with more than one device. We have also used 2 
scalance-W and 1 PDA. All those Hardware resources were not exclusively for this project, 
however we include the cost of them. 
 
Resource 
 
Cost 
Software 0 € (Open source) 
Hardware 2000 € 
TOTAL Technical resources 2000 € 
 
 
TOTAL 32.956 € 
 
Table 6.3 Cost analyses 
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7 Conclusions 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
As we have repeated several times a long this project, positioning is nowadays a big 
opportunity, not only the outdoor and more world width used, also the indoor positioning. In 
this specific field, the possibility of using the already existent and width used infrastructure 
for WLAN it is a huge advantage. The main problem is that this technology is not designed 
and deployed for positioning. This is also a part of what is giving sense to this project, the big 
technological challenges that are included on the idea of taking advantage of as many 
possibilities as we can, and find new ways of obtaining the desired results.   
The main objective of the project was to compare different methods of calculating the TOA in 
the same platform.  
This platform was the Siemens Scalance-W. With that goal in mind we have had to adapt two 
different methods, that had been initially designed and build to run in other kind of devices. 
Before starting to do that, we have been testing the Barcelona Tech method in Barcelona, with 
the intention of repeating the results that were obtained on a previous project and trying to 
realise how did this specific method work. 
Once we had been working on the Scalance-W , we had to get used to a new WLAN driver 
which although it has similarities with Madwifi (the one for which the Barcelona Tech 
method was originally build), had lots of differences.   
We have been working on making the TOA calculation as precise as we could in every one of 
the methods. Not only building the original ones, even trying to improve them on precision 
and usability. For precision we have for example understood better how the driver works and 
we have been able to make some design decisions, and on usability, we have been able to 
change the way we were obtaining the data in order to make it more clean an usable for 
further use in possible real applications. 
We have also developed a new way of obtaining this data that had never been tried before, 
with really good results. This new technique is a mix between the Barcelona Tech and the 
Siemens CT, using parts from both, but at the same time improving some of them. However 
the results have been not as satisfactory as with the original systems, some advantages such as 
the fact of needing only one card, or having to make really few changes on the driver, could 
make this method make a really good use. 
We have not only developed this new method, we have also developed another method which 
due to the bad results has not been used on the final test, but that has clearly helped to 
improve the implementation of the Hybrid-A. 
Furthermore we have also tried the possibility of using all the methods (Barcelona Tech, 
Hybrid-A, Hybrid-B), with two cards at the same time, only with the purpose of taking a look 
to the results, and realising how bad they were, clearly due to the added delay in the 
Barcelona Tech case, or to other reason on the Hybrid method cases. 
Apart from that we have run lots of different tests in order to realise which is the 
configuration that works better, and for that we were able to decide which type of packets to 
use. We tried two types Ping and Socket messages, and the conclusion is that although there 
are not big differences, Ping works better than Sockets. We have also considered other 
possibilities, but those two were the easier to implement and the ones with better results. 
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We were also able to define which would be the ideal number of packets. We did not use it, 
but we could say which would be the number of packets that would allow each method to 
obtain the best results. 
We also analysed which is the impact of using a Gauss Filter on the data. This last point has 
only been tested; however the reason that demonstrates why to use this method instead of 
others was out of the frame of the project. 
The final tests, were run in two different environments, Indoor (Siemens floor) and outdoor 
(Siemens “garden”) expecting to see differences in both situations. 
With all that, we have been able to say which were the techniques that gave better results, as 
well as basing on the experiments that we have been running deciding which method is the 
one that has a better performance. This decision is not unique and in function of the 
environment one of the other methods could give similar results or even better, but the 
decision was taken on the frame of our experiments. With that, and as has been shown all 
along chapter five, and more concretely at the end of this chapter, the method that worked the 
best was the Barcelona Tech method. However the difference between the 3 different methods 
that we used on our final tests was below 3 meters, giving the best results to Barcelona Tech 
with a mean error of 1,59 on second place Siemens CT with 2,85 meters of error, and on the 
third place Hybrid-A with 4,05 meters. 
A part from that we have been able to adapt four different methods of obtaining the TOA 
inside the same platform, obtain the data, filter this data, and take the final value. We have 
also build an scalable and very efficient system, which was very important due to the 
limitations of the platform that we were using. The scalability is proved by the fact that the 
system is now able to use up to N clients as well as it is also capable of using up to N 
Scalance-W. The efficiency it was clear while running the system with 5 clients and one 
Scalance-W and realising that we were not consuming much memory, and that the delay on 
obtaining the position was basically obtained by the transmitting time. 
It is also interesting to say, that taking into account that the system is running inside an AP, it 
is important to keep allowing the users to use the AP for its original purposes such as 
connecting to internet. This is not a problem, however we have not checked how much width 
band our system would occupy, and if the speed of the user connection would be reduced, but 
we think that in a normal situation this should not be even perceptible for the user.  
Another part of our work has been unify our system with all its architecture with the already 
existent positioning system developed by Siemens CT. With that we could obtain a real 
position, which was calculated, thanks to our different methods, getting to the point of 
showing all the methods in the same map in order to make an easier comparison of which 
worked the best.  
In terms of personal conclusions, I have to say that this project has been an extremely 
interesting experience. I have not only been able to go abroad, I have also been able to work 
in a big company such as Siemens, and in a really interesting and highly motivating project, 
surrounded for experts that each day were surprising me with their knowledge and their 
engineering skills. But not only their technical skills surprised me, also their human and social 
ones where interesting for a person like me, who is always looking to not stop learning. I have 
also learnt a few things of how does an international project work, which I am sure that can be 
a really interesting experience for any further project that I work in.  
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7.2 Further work 
 
The further work for this project has a big range of possibilities. On the one hand, we have to 
know that this project is only one part of the entire indoor positioning world. Clearly it’s an 
important part, but with only this we would not be able to obtain a real positioning system. On 
the other hand, in this same field there are lots of possible improvements such as trying to 
reduce the time that it takes to calculate the TOA, or for example using alternatives to the 
TOA such as passive TDOA or some others. 
A part form that, there so many great researchers working on new systems, that it will be soon 
a huge challenge to start mixing different technologies in order to find one that is able to 
obtain better results. 
If we talk about our project and possible improvements, it is possible that there is a more 
efficient way of connecting several different clients to one scalance, and with some arranges 
on the Atheros driver, we could use the AD-HOC mode which would help a lot to make the 
system far more scalable and fast. Another interesting feature that could be improved would 
be the security on the data transmission. But as well as with the case of the AD-HOC mode, 
we would have worked more on the security issue if we had more time to get into the details 
of the Scalance O.S as well as the Atheros fusion driver, which obviously had some bugs hard 
to debug.  
The good part for anyone that wants to go further with this work, is that it’s an interesting 
field, with very good future perspective, and with lots of engineering challenges.  
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11 Annex 
 
11.1 Alternative methods 
 
 
During all the process of analysing the several different possibilities for creating new methods 
we declined several different options, which although they were not a very innovative were 
easy to obtain with the existent driver modifications, and software that we had implemented. 
 
The main idea of those methods was to use the Barcelona Tech method, the Hybrid-A and the 
Hybrid-B when we were capturing the Siemens CT what means that we were obtaining the 
data for those 3 methods with two cards when they can work with only one card. 
 
The main advantage of those methods is that it allowed us to make all the methods with only 
one set of packets instead of having to use two sets of packets in order to get the values for the 
methods for one card and the methods for two cards. 
 
The main problem is that those methods are thought to work with one card, and the fact of 
using two cards could introduce us some unexpected noise. 
 
In all the plots shown in this annex the reader can see how the results were worst for all those 
methods when using this system. After analysing a little more in detail the main causes of 
those problems, we got to the conclusion that inside the scalance there is only one instance of 
the driver, although we have two activated cards. This means that when we are using the 
second card we are not using the first. They work sequentially, and we cannot make any 
priority of which do we want to act first. For this reason and assuming that all three methods 
are dependent of some code inside the driver which we want to execute as soon as the packet 
has been received or transmitted, this situation is adding unhelpful noise. 
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11.1.1 Barcelona Tech with two cards 
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11 
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RTT-method 2-no ping
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Parcial results without gauss
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Parcial results with gauss
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WITHOUT 
GAUSS 0 10 20 30 40 50 
       
set1 21600,15 21599,2 21607,24 21611,77 21619,07 21619,39 
set2 21602,97 21608,94 21611,52 21610,83 21618,17 21618,62 
set3 21596,17 21606,66 21612,11 21620,89 21620,14 21625,18 
set4 21596,39 21598,37 21613,23 21614,51 21617 21619,54 
set5 21595,45 21597,18 21612,31 21620,66 21618,19 21632,32 
       
Mean 21598,22 21602,07 21611,28 21615,74 21618,51 21623,01 
 
WITH 
GAUSS 0 10 20 30 40 50 
       
set1 21599,53 21598,81 21606,78 21610,66 21618,31 21618,36 
set2 21602,5 21608,09 21611,28 21610,3 21617,57 21617,64 
set3 21595,49 21605,96 21611,54 21620,45 21619,46 21624,44 
set4 21595,21 21597,46 21612,47 21613,76 21616,67 21618,57 
set5 21594,42 21596,42 21611,78 21619,77 21617,22 21631,96 
       
Mean 21597,43 21601,35 21610,77 21614,99 21617,84 21622,19 
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11.1.2  Hybrid-A with two cards 
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TSFT1A- method 2-no ping
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TSFT1A- method 2- no pings
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TSFT1A- method 2-no ping
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Parcial results with gauss
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Parcial results without gauss
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Without 
gauss 0 10 20 30 40 50 
       
set1 313,9662 314,1022 314,0886 314,2187 314,3109 314,3832 
set2 314,0208 314,1261 314,1077 314,2301 314,3249 314,3928 
set3 313,9669 314,0761 314,0511 314,1762 314,2952 314,3707 
set4 313,9934 314,0364 314,0782 314,1967 314,2873 314,373 
set5 313,9696 314,0731 314,0715 314,1913 314,2953 314,3531 
       
mean 313,9834 314,0828 314,0794 314,2026 314,3027 314,3746 
 
 
With 
gauss 0 10 20 30 40 50 
       
set1 313,9649 314,0955 314,0895 314,21 314,3038 314,3735 
set2 314,011 314,109 314,0994 314,2019 314,3088 314,3709 
set3 313,9704 314,0752 314,0568 314,1673 314,2898 314,3733 
set4 313,997 314,036 314,0767 314,1897 314,2878 314,3666 
set5 313,9726 314,0573 314,0711 314,1864 314,2918 314,3479 
       
mean 313,9832 314,0746 314,0787 314,191 314,2964 314,3664 
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11.1.3  Hybrid-B with two cards 
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TSFT1B- method 2- no ping
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TSFT1B- method 2- no ping
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Parcial results gauss
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Parcial results without gauss
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WITHOUT 
GUASS 0 10 20 30 40 50 
       
set1 261,696 262,1529 261,7369 261,841 261,8293 262,011 
set2 261,9765 261,9503 261,9699 261,8978 261,9161 262,0176 
set3 261,6466 261,6883 261,7193 261,863 261,8468 261,9847 
set4 261,7883 261,8289 261,8167 261,7777 261,8357 261,9038 
set5 261,701 261,9042 261,7833 261,9216 261,7423 262,1496 
       
Mean 261,7617 261,9049 261,8052 261,8602 261,834 262,0133 
 
 
With 
gauss 0 10 20 30 40 50 
       
set1 261,8231 261,944 261,8521 261,9997 261,9458 262,1686 
set2 262,0277 262,1705 262,0054 261,9561 261,9599 262,0941 
set3 261,7679 262,0914 261,8368 262,0156 261,9667 262,1577 
set4 261,9158 261,7924 261,931 261,9307 261,9748 262,0499 
set5 261,8256 261,8583 261,9127 262,09 261,8528 262,3208 
       
mean 261,872 261,9713 261,9076 261,9984 261,94 262,1582 
 
 
11.2 Differences with the China O.S version and Munich O.S 
version 
 
When the project was still starting, we had the chance of testing the Barcelona Tech 
method with two different configurations of the scalance-w. The Munich one and the China 
one.  
The versions were not very different. We got to the point to identify some differences 
on the cross compiler that we did not get into the detail to analyse. However the differences 
were big enough to lead us to think of using the Munich version instead of the China. The 
results that lead us to that decision are shown in the following plots. 
In those plots the ones that says “lejos” are approximately at 12-15 meters and “cerca” 
1-2 meters. If we compare the ones from near distances with the long distances we get to find 
that there is a clearer move in the Munich ones than in the China ones. 
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